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DICK'S

MYSTERIES OF THE HAND;

OB,

PALMISTRY MADE EAST.

INTRODUCTION.

There is scarcely an epoch in the history of the

world in which the Mysteries of Divination have

failed to have their votaries, and those who were

skilled in Mystic lore were not only held in high

estimation, bat even approached with sentiments

bordering upon veneration.

Various methods were adopted by the Ancients

for divining character and disposition, and for

foretelling future events. The advice and decisions

of Soothsayers and heathen Priests were eagerly

sought after, and the celebrated Oracles were con

sulted, often with ritualistic ceremony and sacrifice,

before any enterprise of importance was under

taken, and their answers were received with

almost religious respect.

In some cases, destiny was foretold by the smoke
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from a burnt sacrifice ; from the accidental dispo

sition of the entrails of beasts and birds upon the

altar, from the flight of birds, and in many other

ways adopted by those skilled in the Art of

Divination.

But the most fruitful resources of the sooth

sayers were derived from the various phases and

conjunctions of the leading planets of our Solar

system, in which the Sun and Moon were included.

Among the Ancients, some of the master minds,

and most successful votaries of Science, have left us

the results of their labors in investigating the

occult influences of the celestial bodies on all ani

mated nature, and in establishing the theory of a

close connection between these mysterious influ

ences and the typical developments of the human

form.

The Science of Astrology, or the influence of the

planets upon life and destiny, is of very ancient

origin, but was probably first arranged and formu

lated with some degree of method in the Cabala—

a name derived from the Hebrew Gabbalah—a code

of Mysteries adopted by the Magi, and transmitted

orally by them to their descendants.

It must be conceded that the ancient philoso

phers laid a great deal of stress on planetary influ

ence. Their investigations were mainly confined

to the Sun, Moon and greater planets; and as
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seven was in those days considered the only perfect

number, they limited the number of astrological

stars to seven, to each of which they attributed a

different but marked influence on life and matter.

The planets in question were Mercury, Venus,

Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, including the Sun (or

Apollo) and the Moon ; each deriving its name from

the peculiar temperament which it was supposed

to influence.

In those earlier days, when the resources of

Astronomy were exceedingly limited, these were

the only stars which they were able to investigate,

the more distant luminaries being beyond their

reach, and deemed, from their immense distance, to

have no influence whatever, or if any, entirely an

nulled or counteracted by the superior influence of

the nearer and greater planets.

The power of the Sun is manifest ; without it,

life itself could not be sustained ; its quickening in

fluence regulates and develops everything.

The Moon, though the smallest of all, is so neav

to us that it exerts a powerful sway over man and

matter. Its effects upon both are evident, and in

some cases extremely baneful. The five greater

planets undoubtedly also have their influences

upon us, more or less, in proportion to the size of

each, and its distance from the earth.

To these influences the Ancients gave the name
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of Astral Fluids, each of which was supposed to

act independently, but mutually modifying each

other's effects when acting in conjunction, by con

trolling embryo form and developing characteristic

marks and physiological tokens.

The application of the principles of Astrology to

Palmistry, or divination by the form and tokens of

the hand, is doubtless of later date, but still of suf

ficient antiquity to have attracted the attention of

Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, Galen, Homer, Anti-

ochus and many others, who probably received

their ideas on this subject from the investigation of

the Cabalistic teachings of men who lived long an

terior to their time.

Palmistry is a name derived from the Latin

" Palma," the palm of the hand, with etymological

suffixes which make it signify " the Science 'of one

skilled in the Palm."

Palmistry, in its modern acceptation, is divided

into two branches, Chirognomy and Chiromancy.

Chirognomy defines the outward shape or form of

the hand, and of its members—the thumb and

fingers. The name is derived from the Greek and

means the Laws of the Hand.

Chiromancy is also derived from the Greek, and

signifies Divination by the hand ; that is, by the

Lines, Mounts, and other marks on the palm of

the hand.
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Their rales and doctrines were first established

by the actual study and comparison of the hands

of illustrious personages aud the impressions of

the hands of criminals. The varied development

and combinations of the lines and other tokens of

the hand were in each case noted and compared,

and thus definitely connected with the ascertained

predominant traits of character in the individuals,

and the events which befel them. The locations of

these lines and tokens were further dedicated

respectively to those planets whose astrological

influence or Astral Fluid coincided with the known

temperament of the person.

With such fairly established data, the infinite

variations and combinations of the hand afford a

wide field for study, with some tangible basis for

interesting deductions.

The distinctive structure of the hand has thus

been subjected to critical examination, and con

clusions drawn, not by visionary enthusiasts or

designing Charlatans, but by men whose attain

ments should make the results of their researches

worthy of some respect ; and we are free to con

clude that a Science, in the elucidation of which so

much talent has been applied, can scarcely be set

aside as purely mythical, corroborated as it is by

the more modern treatment of Jean Bellot, Gas-

pard, Desbarrolles, D'Arpentigny, and others,
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whose writings on this subject have called forth the

highest encomiums from such eminent litterateurs

as Lamartiue, Jules Jauiu, Balzac, Barthelemy,&c.

In later days phrenologists have endeavored to

identify the character and disposition of individuals

with the complexion, the form and expression of

the eye, and the shape of the head; and, until

quite recently, their theories were received with a

considerable amount of favor. There is no doubt

that, in a general way, they have some grounds

for their assumptions; but in practice too many

instances have presented themselves in which there

was a wide discrepancy between the head, as read

by the phrenologist, amd the character as it prac

tically proved to be. Man is essentially secretive.

He has a solid objection to endorse a doctrine by

which his character and disposition would be

carried, as it were, "on his sleeve." The head is

too prominent and exposed, and he would prefer

the indications to be where he could display them,

or shut them out from public gaze at will ; and

there is no portion of the human frame so various

in its formation, so demonstrative or secretive, so

distinctly marked as the hand in all its parts.

The Chinese, one of the most ingenious and matter

of fact nations of the earth, ask no more conclusive

clue to individual identity, than the imprint of the

ball of the thumb.
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The selection of the hand, therefore, as the

most reliable member,-was by no means arbitrary.

No other member is so impulsive or so impressive.

The hand answers involuntarily to every emotion ;

with the open hand the earnest man proclaims the

truth, the generous man freely gives, the warm

hearted man cordially greets; while the miser

buttons his pocket and hides his hand, and the

cynic shrinks from contact with the hand of his

fellow-man, or yields it only coldly and unwill

ingly. The motions of the hand add force to

argument, and often speak a silent language of

their own, portraying fear, astonishment or grief

beyond the power of words to convey. By the

joining of hands agreements are ratified, troth is

plighted,—and, however deeply a lady's heart

may be engaged, it is with her hand that she

gives it. The eye may be trained to. deceive,—

the features may be schooled to assume a stolid

indifference under circumstances of mental emo

tion, but an impulsive pressure or involuntary

movement of the hand frequently betrays the

truth.

In the majority of persons, especially those of

active habits, the left hand affords a fairer field

for study than the right,—the result of the more

energetic use of the latter, inducing a somewhat

firmer muscular development, and deranging or
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partially obliterating some of the more delicate

marks and tracings. With ladies, especially, the

left hand displays the golden token of the matron,

or by its absence proclaims her maidenhood; and,

to the practical Palmist, the knowledge thus ac

quired is of no little importance in estimating and

announcing the result of his investigations. For

these, and possibly additional reasons, the left

hand is always preferred for examination, the

right hand being used for comparison, or for ad

ditional information to be deduced from it.

Palmistry, although it can scarcely be classed

among the exact sciences, has nevertheless been

so divested of mere charlatanism, and so fully

classified in its details, that those who familiarize

themselves with its principles can form a fair idea,

more than a mere conjecture, of the temperament

and possible tendencies of the individual.

Average minds may and do ridicule the idea of

future fate being read by the promiscuous ar

rangement of a pack of cards, with contradictory

results possible at every turn, but the same per

sons will cease to smile when they are informed

that the immutable lines on their hands fore

shadow results more or less evident and certainly

probable, and will feel almost impelled to admit

that there "is something in it "after all. This

much is certain :—Palmistry has stood the test of
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ages. In years past it suffered degradation by

being adopted by the Gypsies as a cunning means

to extort an ill- earned lee, but it is now assuming

a prominent place among the ladies of society,

whose graceful manipulations and winning ways

make ample amends for the occasional fallibility of

the horoscopes they may furnish.

In all the matters and surroundings of human

life, there is a wide range between the certain and

the uncertain; between these two we find the

probable and the possible, with gradations in each.

We know what is present and past, but we can

merely speculate on the future, and this can only

be done by observations founded on similar con

ditions of the present and past. What has

already happened under certain conditions will

surely, under similar conditions, happen again.

If we are able to discover and apply these con

ditions we are enabled to make a fair estimate of

the future,—by no means infallible, but at least

probable, or probably possible, as the case may

be; and thus foreshadow future events, which

would be certain, if no unexpected cause intervene

to alter the conditions or nullify the issue.

Thus, in Palmistry, we start with fairly denned

conditions, and we can augur from them much

that is really probable, provided the conditions

suffer no future antagonism, " only this and nothing
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more," but still enough to be both encouraging

and interesting, and sometimes startlingly correct.

There is a strong and almost irrepressible desire

implanted in mankind to lift the mysterious cur

tain of the future, and catch, if possible, if it be

only a glimpse of what is to come. Impenetrable

as the vail may be, there have always been some

few persons who have claimed the gift of prophecy,

and a countless array of those who have eagerly

sought their aid.

It might appear surprising that in this enlight

ened age there should be any who claim such

powers, or place any credence in them ; neverthe

less such is the fact. Fortune-tellers exist to-day

and thrive, for their votaries are legion, and the

means employed by them are generally of the

most unreliable nature. In thus seeking to pene

trate the future, they only follow the example oi

the eminent men of Greece and Kome, who rarely

commenced any important undertaking without

consulting the soothsayers or the most fashionable

Oracle of their day ; and if we look for further

examples in modern times, we shall find the name

of Napoleon Bonaparte at the head of no meagre

list. It matters not how few there be that have

any actual faith in Divination, it will still be found

that the great majority will confess that, if fairly

established and tangible methods be used, there
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is at least something in it, be it more or less ; and

they will not hesitate to gratify their curiosity at

the sacrifice, perhaps, of a half real, half assumed

scepticism.

Admitting, therefore, that Palmistry starts with

a distinct meaning to every line and mount, a*

well as the peculiar form of the hand—not arbitra

rily assumed, but the result of a close comparison

between them and the individuality of the persons

possessing those characteristic marks—we cannot

but acknowledge that it stands upon at least a

fairly defined basis ; and whatever bearing Astrol

ogy may have theoretically on the subject, the

physical portion of Palmistry can claim a certain

degree of practical foundation ; and further,

whether the marks of the hand be the result of

planetary influence or not, those marks which

have been named after the planets, have been

proved to be visible tokens respectively of the

same temperaments and tendencies that were

ascribed by the Astrologers of old to each of the

planets involved.

The Science of Palmistry, therefore, does not

entirely depend—as some notable and flourishing

theories do—upon the difficulty of proving its doc

trines untenable, but upon some acceptable grounds

of developed proof, upon principles which have

stood the test of ages.

.
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Sometimes popular interest in its application has

waned, but only to reappear, irrepressible and

undaunted; and now, after tbe temporary im

portance which was awarded to Phrenology,

Palmistry is again resuming its sway, and is re

ceiving marked encouragement in social circles.

Society belles are learning to take their admirers

by the hand and read them like a book ; thus,

with Venus in the ascendency, Apollo smilingly

listens to his fate, and the torch of Hymen is not

always kindled in vain.

To aid in this good work, and by simplifying as

much as possible the details of Chiromancy, this

book, it is hoped, will enable the ladies of society

to acquire this interesting Science, as readily as

they would learn the geography of the State in

which they live.

The map of the hand is spread before them;

every line and mount, every variety of form of the

hand and fingers, is brought to notice and sys

tematically arranged, and consequently easily

remembered, and the means of rapid reference

afforded where the memory needs refreshing on

any point of detail.
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THE MAP OF THE HAND.

Before entering into any of the details of Palm

istry, or applying any particular signification to

the tokens displayed in the hand, it is advisable

to commence with the rudiments of the Art, and

fix in the mind the nature and location of each of

those signs and tokens ; in other words, to become

familiar with the geography of the hand as taught

in Palmistry, keeping the illustration always in

view as a map upon which the location of every

feature of that mysterious land is displayed.

Bearing in mind that Palmistry is studied under

two distinct branches, the map of the hand will

be examined and the demonstrations of each

branch separately noted.

CJrirognomy teaches all that is to be learned

from the form of the hand, and its consequent

susceptibility to the influence of the Astral Fluids.

Chiromancy investigates the lines and other

tokens which result from the continuous action of

those fluids and are the indelible tracings of their

applied powers and influences.

SECTION I.

CHIROGNOMY OF THE HAND.

Under the head of Chirognomy, and referring

to our map, we commence with the
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OUTLINE OF THE HAND.

$ The Thumb, dedicated to Venus.

11 The First Finger, " Jupiter.

fy The Middle Finger, " Saturn.

{J> The Fourth Finger, " Apollo (The Sun).

$ The Little Finger, " Mercury,

and, The Percussion, or outer line of the Palm

from the base of the little linger to the wrist.

DIVISIONS OF THE FINGERS.

T The Philosophic Knot, speculative.

S The Material Knot, investigative.

L to T The First Phalanx, the divine world.

T to S The Second Phalanx, the logical world.

S to D The Third Phalanx, the material world.

The references are taken upon the first finger for

illustration, but the Knots and Phalanges are the

same on all the fingers.

SHATE OF THE FINGERS. '

L indicates a Square Finger.

M " Spatulated Finger.

N " Conical Finger.

O " Pointed Finger.
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Diagram exhibiting the natural location of the Lines, Mounts,

&c. of the Palm, and the Comparative shape of the Fingers.
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SECTION H.

CHIROMANCY OF THE HAND.

The next indications to be considered are the

lines and tokens which belong to Chiromancy.

MOUNTS, LINES, SPACES, &C. OF THK HAND.

C MOUNT OF VENUS.

D MOUNT OF JUPITER.

E MOUNT OF SATURN.

F MOUNT OF APOLLO (THE SUN).

G MOUNT OF MERCURY.

H MOUNT OF MARS.

I MOUNT OF THE MOON.

J PLAIN OF MARS.

a a LINE OF LIFE.

6 b LINE OF THE HEAD.

CC LINE OF THE HEART.

d d LINE OF SATURN, OR FATE.

€ e LINE OF THE LIVER.

// LINE OF APOLLO, OR FORTUNE.

gg RING OF VENUS.

k THE QUADRANGLE.

i THE TRIANGLE.

j THE UPPER ANGLE.

ft THE INNER ANGLE.

mmm THE RASCETTES, OR BRACELETS.

In addition to the Tokens already designated, the

two localities marked A and B, constituting the
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first and second Phalanges of the Thumb, have a

distinctive meaning attached to them.

The first phalanx, A, denotes Witt, or Will

power.

The second phalanx, B, denotes Logic, or reason

ing-power.

The foregoing explanation of the general prop

erties of the hand should be studied and committed

to memory, so that the student may become

familiar with the technical names assigned to each

location and token, their meaning and influence

being explained hereafter.

In the Table on the following page will be found

the particular temperament attributed to each

Planet;.and the character such temperament is

likely to confer.

The character of each temperament is graded,

commencing with the noblest and descending to

the lowest phases of character ; the result depends

upon the predominance of the first, second or third

phalanx, showing to which of the three worlds the

attributes of character must be assigned. Thus,

the first phalanx of Saturn (the middle finger) in

dicates wisdom; the second, sadness; the third,

remorse.
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THE PLANETS, THEIR NAMES

AND INFLUENCES.

The ancients attributed to each planet a partic

ular and special influence over every being that

inhabited the globe ; the names they gave these

planets indicated, at once, the nature of their revo

lution around the Sun and that of their influence

over human life.

They called the planet whose movement they

thought the slowest, Saturn, and, being the farthest

Saturn, of those known to them from the Sun, they sup

posed it to be possessed of a dry, cold tempera

ture, little favorable to the preservation of either

human or animal life and likely to develop bile in

the corresponding human organization. The

bilious temperament, consequently, which is cold,

serious and often melancholy, they attributed to

the especial influence of this planet.

The largest of all the planets they called Jupiter,

which means, " kindly father ; " and, on account

Jupiter of itS position in the heavens, where it is neither

too near nor too far from the Sun, they supposed

it to be warm and moist and consequently favor

able to a rapid circulation of the blood, an equal tem

perament, and a good, gracious, bright and active

disposition, which would make the possessor love

order, justice, peace and well-being.
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On the same principle they gave the name of

Mars, which means " the impetuous," to the little

planet whose circle of revolution lies between Ma™-

Jupiter and the Sun. Mars presented to them the

appearance of a red hot iron, and its surrounding

atmosphere seemed charged with clouds besmeared

with blood ; all of which they attributed to this

planet's proximity to the Sun. They supposed its

dry, and, as it were, incendiary nature transmitted

a certain aoiount of heat and fire to the man born

under its influence, that is to say, to all impatient,

quarrelsome or violent dispositions, always ready

to make a disturbance and happy only in the midst

of struggle and strife.

The planet Venus was named from the Latin

word Veniens, as she seemed to come whenever

looked for, being the earliest to appear in the Venus,

evening as well as the last to disappear at dawn

of day. She has also been called the Shepherd's

Star by the people, as she indicates the hour of

his departure to and return from the pastures.

This beautiful planet, with her pure, white,

clear and steady light, has been considered the

emblem and source of beauty, of sweetness, and of

goodness, endowing with these qualities all whose

nativity fell under her kindly influence.

Mercury was so named on account of the rapid

ity of its movement around the Sun, it never ceas-
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ing to go and come, to appear and disappear, like

a gay. and agile messenger. This very vivacity,

Mercury. £his lightness and quickness of movement gave,

they supposed, to those whose "births were influ

enced by this planet, great vivacity, as well as

great intellectual ability or acuteness, and agility

of the body and its members.

Of aU the planets Mercury is the smallest, and

generally speaking, those who represent its quali

ties are thin and slight, although well formed and

well proportioned.

Considering the Sun a planet, the Ancients gave

it first the name of Helios, which means " the bril-
u, ,jim. l.ant _„ and laj-er, ^at of Solus, or Sol, which

signifies " the only."

As to those born under its influence, they attri

buted a perfectly harmonious temperament, as

well as a complete organization, and an inspired

intelligence, creative of the beautiful and of the

ideal ; such a temperament as is met with in great

poets, artists, &c.

The last of the seven planets known as such to

rhe Moon, the Ancients, was called Selena, which means the

Moon.

The cold, pale light, which is the emblem of

weakness and melancholy, is well known, and her

influence was regarded by Ancient Chiromancers

as the original cause of certain weaknesses of
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character which showed themselves principally in a

want of vivacity and initiative energy and decis

ion, together with a great inclination to melan

choly.

Such persons have vivid and capricious imagina

tions, changing without reason or motive, due,

Old Astrologers thought, to the changes that the

Moon herself underwent ; when exaggerated, these

influences produce what we call lunatics.

To these seven principal planets correspond the

seven principal organizations that compose the

temperaments of all mankind.

The three planets, Jupiter, Saturn and Mars, are

called Superior Planets, from being more clearly Superior

visible when they are situated above the Sun.

The above mentioned were termed " Superior

Planets " to distinguish them from the other, or Inferlor

Inferior planets which are only visible when punets.'

beneath the Sun.
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THE SEVEN TYPICAL FOEMS

OF THE HAND.

SECTION I.

THE SEVEN OBGAOTZATIONS.

The preceding chapter has shown us that, as

there are among the stars seven planets that differ

from one another as regards force, and quickness

or slowness of movement, the names of which indi

cate these attributes, so there are among men,

seven different and principal organizations, each

one of which reproduces one or many of the qual-

o? cu-gaS- ities attributed to some one of these seven planets.

tion on the Each of these organizations produces an infinite
form of the '

Hand, variety of characters, character being only the re

sult of the degree of feeling and understanding

given by the organization.

Therefore, the hand being the active instrument

of the brain, to each particular type of character

is consigned a separate and especial form of hand.

SECTION II.

THE BILIOUS TYPE.

The bilious organization, which is the slowest ii<

all respecting movement and action, but the most
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HAND NO. I.

;, OR BILIOUS TYPE.

f\
 

The symbol of Saturn •? designates the finger ; the location of

tha Mount, and of the Line of Saturn, or luck, descending from

the Mount.

CHARACTER:— Wise, prudent, grave, serious, thoughtful,

and slow.
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HAND NO. II.

JUPITERIAN TYPE, OR BILIOUS-SANGUDTE.

 

The Symbol of Jupiter *+ shows the finger, and the location ol

the Mount.

CHARACTER.—Commanding, ambitious, upright, brave,

loyal, high-liver.
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energetic where deep thought is concerned, was

ascribed to the influence of the planet Saturn, on

account of the latter's size and slow movement, and 5r|»nSlt^i8

to it they dedicated the entire middle finger, it dedicated to

being* the largest and the one that presses with the

greatest force.

To it they gave the name of Saturn, as well as

to the mount or elevation found at its base in the

palm of the hand, and also to a certain line that

corresponds to this elevation, which descends more

or less directly from it towards the wrist. mounTand

On account of the slow movement of the planet """d'to'

Saturn, the Ancients supposed it to be heavier than Saturn,

the other planets, and consequently attributed to

it the more massive formations of the human body,

that is to say, the teeth, the bones, etc., and they ^J^°e™J

asserted that these parts predominated in individ- bone in s»t-

uals subject to this influence and gave them large,

dry and hard hands, the bones of whose fingers

stood out like knots at each joint.

SECTION HI.

THE BILIOTJS-SAXGUIKE TYPE.

To Jupiter, the greatest (except the Sun) of all

the planets, whose majesty and grandeur of move- and mount

ment make him seem a very King in the heavens,

was attributed the bilious-sanguine temperament.
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HAND NO. IV.

VENTTSIAN, SENTIMENTAL OR NERVOTTS-

SANGTTINE TYPE.

Heart line.

 

The Symbol of Venus ¥ shows the location of the Mount.

CHARACTER.—Loving, tender, gentle, good,

sympathetic.
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called the Plain ofMars; both signifying struggle

and strife.

Very violent, cruel or brutal persons have that

part of the hand which lies between the little

finger and the wrist, so developed as to form a

half circle, whereas the Plain of Mars is repre

sented by an elevation, and not by the usual hollow.

A more moderate development signifies only the

power of resistance, self-control.

SECTION V.

NERVOUS-SANGUINE TYPE.

To the influence of the planet Venus, the

Ancients attributed those good, sweet, kindly,

amiable natures which are the most sensitive to

pain and suffering in persons or animals ; and to

her they dedicated the long horizontal line which

crosses the hand from the foot of the mount be-

neath the little finger, to the foot of the Jupiter,

or the Index finger, and they called it the heart-

line. In persons of a good, gentle disposition this

line is always fine and regular, ending often in

branches which point towards the Index.

In ancient Mythology, Venus was not only the

goddess of beauty and goodness, but also the

mother of love. This tendency is found in that

vast projection which forms, in the hand, the
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entire root and base of the thumb, called the

Mount of Venus.

In tbe hands of those persons who later in life

have become mothers or fathers of large families,

the root of the thumb, or Mount of Venus, is large

and well-developed even when young, extending

sometimes into tbe very middle of the hand.

SECTION VI.

NERVOUS-BILIOUS TYPE.

To the influence of the planet Mercury, whom

The finger the Ancients called '' the agile," and " the messen-

Influenced ger," tnev dedicated the nervous-bilious tempera-

ty Mercury, ment ; and its presence is recognized in the hand

by the length and agility of the fingers, and moro

especially of the one we call the little finger, whose

movement is, at once, the most delicate and grace

ful. This finger is called Mercury. And the ele

vation at its base the Mount of Mercury.

It is a recognized fact that persons with the

Length of nervous-bilious temperament, and with impressible

*fln erttle acute minds, have the little finger proportionally

much larger, longer and more pointed than the

others. An undeveloped Mount of Mercury is

rare.
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HAND NO. Y.

MEBCURIA1T OR ITERVOtTS-BlLIOUS TYPE.

 

The Symbol of Mercury 2 shows the finger, and the location of

the Mount.

CHARACTER. -Clever, eloquent, industrious, prompt,

adroit, intriguing.
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HAND NO. VI.

IMAGINATIVE OR LYMPHATIC TYPE.

 

The Symbol of the Moon shows the location of the Mount.

CHARACTER.—Imaginative, dreamy, changeable, volatile^

discontented, capricious, melancholy.
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SECTION VIL

LYMPHATIC TYPE.

The Ancients, recognizing the action of the

Moon on all the movable parts of the globe,—more

especially as regards the rise and fall of the waters,

their ebb and flow—attributed to its influence o

the organizations called lymphatic, on account of

the predominance of lymph or white blood. To it

they consigned the most yielding part of the hand

or that part found at its base, below the Mount of

Mars.

They called it the Mount of the Moon, and in

certain persons, when the hand is extended, a the Moon,

slight pulsation is visible nearly resembling the

rise and fall of a wave.

Persons of a lymphatic organization have this

mount much more developed than those of any

other ; this thickness being always an indication

of a large and extremely versatile imagination—

amounting sometimes to absolute lunacy.

SECTION VIH.

HARMONIC TYPE.

Those persons who are more directly influenced infln

by the Sun or Apollo, show it in their hands. The

temperament resulting from this influence is called
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HAND NO. VII.

SOLAR OR HAEMON1C TYPE.

 

The symbol of ApoUo W shows the finger, and the location of

the Mount.

CHARACTER.—Practical, artistic, successful, intellectual

tasteful, grand, loving riches and honor. '
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harmonic, being the most equally balanced and

producing, on that account, the most perfect char

acter as well as the most graceful body and mind.

This type, which is that of the creative genius,

the poet, the artist and the man of prolific imagin

ation, has the most beautiful and graceful hand ;

neither too long nor too short, too fat nor too thin,

neither hard nor soft ; it is perfectly proportioned

In all its divisions, the fingers being the exact

length of the palm, all the lines exactly regular

and the mounts of an equal height. Length of

The third finger alone is longer than usual, in tr,?ntherd

fact almost as long as the middle finger.

The mount at the base is the Mount of Apollo, The Mount

and is furrowed by several vertical lines which of ApoU°-

take their departure from the Line of the Heart, as

cending directly to the base of this finger, and

which are called reputation lines.

The finger itself is caUed the Sun or ApoUo on

account of its grace and beauty.
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THE HAND AND ITS DIVISIONS.

SECTION L

THE PALM.

The hand is divided first into two principal Division of

parts, viz. : the full massive part called the palm, tte haud-

and the divided, movable part called the fingers.

To the latter belong, in Chiromancy, the mounts

found at their bases.

The palm of the human hand represents more

especially the animal or material instincts, where

as the fingers represent more particularly the Thepaim.

vitality and power of the mind.

Thus persons whose palms are massive, large,

thick and hard, are generally those whose material

instincts predominate, and

whose indolent minds some

times render them even too

stupid to satisfy these in

stincts.

These palms are gener

ally accompanied by fingers

that are equally thick and

unyielding, being almost as

large at the tips as at their

base.

Nature never contradicts

 

Massive

palm and

fingers.
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itself; the hand being the instrument of the mind,

it must be fashioned accordingly.

On the other hand, a palm

that is short, thin and nar

row, which seems to be,

Thin paim as it were, a prolonged root

)er of the fingers, indicates a

person of subtle, inquiring

mind, little occupied with

material things, but im

mensely interested in all

things clever, intellectual or

ingenious. To such a palm

are ordinarily joined thin

and remarkably limber

fingers.

 

HAND HO. IX.

SECTION II.

THE LONG PAIM.

When the palm of the hand, measured from the

Synthetic

Hands that

1 as airhole" wrist to above the roots or mounts of the fingers,

to'easy-g"? is much longer than the middle finger or Saturn

iUBt?ou8°8i (without being too heavy or massive), it is not es

sentially a sign of lack of brains ; on the contrary,

these hands are often found among the most intel

ligent people ; but, being, nevertheless, an indica

tion of stronger instincts than of reasoning powers,
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they denote a character that judges as a whole,

irrespective of details.

They are always easy-going,

amiable and good-natured in

their business as well as in

their other affairs, having

little taste for either contra

diction or criticism. They

have little capacity for learn

ing word for word or by heart,

preferring to improvise, and

they never find themselves at

a loss when conversing on

either useful or serious subjects.

 

SECTION III.

LONG FLNGEBS.

On the other hand, those persons whose middle

finger is much longer than the palm of the hand,

(see hand No. IX,) have minds that are much more

active and awake than any animal instinct could Analytical

make them. Their greatest happiness is to shine^getMnVs

intellectually, and they cannot refrain from criti- *" detaU-

cising even to the minutest details. They have a

wonderful memory for words and numbers, but

they seldom produce anything great or which has

important results.
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In business affairs .it is just as well to make all

conditions and arrangements beforehand, in black

and white, to avoid misunderstanding later.

They are also badly fitted for the marriage

state, the peculiarity of their minds rendering

quarrels and differences of frequent occurrence.

SECTION IV.

PALM AND FINGERS OF EQUAL LENGTH.

If the length of the palm and the middle finger

are exactly the same, measured as indicated in

«nd 6fln' era Section H» page 46, it signifies an exact equilibrium

of equal between the material or animal instincts and the

intellectual powers, producing an amiable disposi

tion, with a just and upright mind.

Only the Jupiterian (bilious-sanguine) and the

Solar (harmonious) organizations have this form of

hand, and it is a hand to be trusted, unless some

very marked sign appears to inspire distrust.

SECTION V.

SOFT HANDS.

If the hand is soft, flabby and without resistance,

it indicates a character lacking energy and force,

soft hands. TO it belong fingers of the same nature, fat and

round at their base, but dwindling almost to a

point at the tips, like a funnel. They belong to a

lymphatic organization more particularly.
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SECTION VI.

FIRM AND SOLID HANDS.

Where the palm is firm, and

solid even to hardness, it indi

cates a strong constitution,

one that endures hard-work

and resists fatigue. It also

indicates a constant, patient

and persevering mind.

If to this palm are joined

thin, bony fingers, with knots

at the joints, the person will

be a thinker, but one of slow

difficult conception, who will HAND N0.

require time and labor to elaborate his thought.

If, on the contrary, large massive fingers are joined

to a hard palm (see Hand No. VIII), the man

possessing them will be fitted only for manual

labor.

 

A hard palm

with bony

lingers.

SECTION VII.

TEMPERATURE OF THE PALM.

By noting the temperature of the palm the state

of a person's health can be ascertained.

A palm that is cool, and soft and even to

touch, indicates a healthy condition of the system

palm.
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A damp and burning palm denotes a feverish

Damp palm. s^ate . Oft;ell something wrong with the lungs.

Dr aim ^ ^W' cool palm reveals an excited condition of

the nervous system.

A cold, damp palm foretells a liver complaint.

It will tie understood that the indications, exhib

ited in the outline and structure of the hand, are

general in their nature and not always conclusive

hi themselves, but they supply fundamental prin

ciples which give a decided tone to the subsequent

investigation of the Lines, Mounts, &c., some of

which may be found to greatly modify the first

impressions derived from merely external observa

tions.

This will become apparent as further advance in

Palmistry is attained ; and much, that at first sight

appears conflicting and sometimes contradictory in

the development of signs and tokens, will become

harmonious and easy to reconcile.
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THE DIVISIONS OF THE

FINGERS.

SECTION I.

THE THREE PHALANGES.

Each finger of the hand has three divisions,

called phalanges, and separated from each other by

the knots or joints of the fingers. They are as

follows :

1. The first division (or phalanx) lies between the

tip of the finger, where the nail grows, and the first

joint ; this phalanx is dedicated to the divine world, gee or Three

2. The second division (or phalanx) lies between th™flngers.

the upper and middle joints of the finger, and ia

dedicated to the intellectual or abstract world, or

world oflogic.

3. The third phalanx is between the middle joint

and the root of the finger where it joins the palm

of the hand; this is dedicated to the material

world.

It must be noted that the phalanges are not

always uniform on all the fingers, or in relative

proportion to the length of each finger. In some
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HAND NO. XII.

THE PHALANGES.

First

phalanx.

Second

phalanx.

 

This Hand shows the location of the Phalanges.and their relatrve

signification or connection with the Three worlds of Palmistry.
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instances, for example, the second phalanx of

Apollo (the third finger) is longer, by actual

measurement, than the same phalanx on Saturn,

or the middle finger.

 

SECTION H.

THE FIRST PHALANX.

The first phalanx of the fingers, or

that on which the nail grows, is sup

posed to appertain to the divine world

in consequence of its being so far re

moved from the hand, which denotes

the material; and it gives an ideal or

spiritual aim to whatever qualities the

finger on which it is found represents.

In consequence of this doctrine, an In

dex finger or Jupiter, having the first

phalanx longer than the others of the

same finger, denotes a tendency to direct

control, purely for the love of order and

and justice.

If, on the contrary, this first phalanx

is shorter than the others, it will no*

longer be for love of justice, but for the

end indicated by the longest phalanx of that

finger.

If the first phalanx of Saturn (the middle finger)

is longer than the others, it signifies wisdom and

love of science for its own sake.

The first

phalanx.

Jupiter's

first pha-

lam.

Saturn.
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Apoiio.

On Apollo (the third finger) a longflrst phalanx

indicates love of art for art itself, for all that it

offers that is ideal and sublime.

Mercury's first phalanx long indicates first, elo

quence; and then great taste for scientific or

clever things on account of the difficulties they

present.

SECTION III.

THE SECOND PHALANX.

The second phalanx indicates the

The second capacity of the mind for the qualifi-
phalanx

cations indicated by the finger.

These qualifications are all based

on the world of Logic or Reason.

A long stout second phalanx on

Jupiter (the first finger) indicates a

^lanx of1"" love of command based on the glory

Jupiter. tO |-,e achieved. When short and

thin, it indicates a lack of the in

tellectual ability necessary to make

oneself obeyed.

On the middle finger or Saturn, a

long second phalanx signifies capac-

Becond pha- ity for profound study. Thin and

short, it indicates, on the contrary, a ''

fondness for abstract study, but in-

A

•'-•.._ *
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sufficient intellectual power to apply oneself

assiduously and successfully.

The second phalanx of Apollo, or the Sun, (tteSecond ^

third finger) long and thick, signifies an intellect- lan* °'

ual taste for beauty and riches and love of success.

Short and thin it indicates, on the contrary, a

want of such tastes.

In Mercury (the little finger) such a formation

indicates great industry as well as cleverness. lan* of
Mercury.

SECTION IV.

THE THIRD PHALANX.

The third phalanx of each finger, or the one

nearest the palm, has, on account of this proxim

ity, somewhat the same signification as the palm The tWrd
itself; that is to say, the material instinct predom- P a '"'*"

inates, giving a predilection for those things that

regard the well-being of the body.

All persons who have this third phalanx long-,

large, thick and fat, will be ruled by the desire

to satisfy certain material wants, differing in

character according to the signification of tha

finger on which it is found.

If it be Jupiter that has this long, fat, third

phalanx, it announces a real love and need of Thir

power, the end in view being principally the good

things of this world; a good table, home com-
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forts, etc. Such a man wishes to be

the master of others, not through pride

or vain glory, but simply in order to be

better lodged, clothed and fed than

they ; to ride comfortably where many

have to walk.

Where the third phalanx of the mid

dle finger, or Saturn, is well-developed
Third pha- „ , ,, , , . , .

lam of and long, it shows a desire to be wise

Saturn. for love or honor of

A

learned, not

the thing, but for the material benefits

that accrue,—the money to be made by

it, and the comforts to be bought with

that money.

If it be Apotto, or the Sun, whose

third phalanx presents this formation,'

Third pha- (velT rare m a truly artistic organi

zation), itdenotes a love and cultivation of the high

arts for what they bring. Where there is simply

taste, without any particular artistic talent, it de

notes a love of the rich and costly.

Finally, if the little finger or Mercury is so

formed, it indicates a disposition to procure the

comforts of life with all the skill of a clever mind,

Third pha- the greatest industry or eloquence being necessary

Mercury to bring about the desired end.

lanx of

Apollo.
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THE THUMB AND ITS DIVIS

IONS.

SECTION I.

LENGTH OF THE THUMB.

The thumb—called in Latin Pottex, the powerful

Th8Tlmmb-—is the strongest of all the fingers, and conse

quently considered by chiromancists as represent

ing the greatest power of the brain, viz.: the will.

In olden times they cut off a man's thumbs when

they wished to deprive him of a part of his

strength.

A very long thumb always indicates a very

A long strong, energetic will-power, and it is found prin-

thnmb. cipaUy fa Saturnian, Jupiterian and Mercurian

organizations.

A short thumb indicates a weak and unresisting

will, a lack of energy and personal initiative, and

thumb, is generally found among the lunar or lymphatic

organizations, the Venusian (that of most women)

and muscular-sanguine in their exaggerated forms.

A short thumb gives simplicity, with feeble

powers of resisting the influences of the Astral

fluids. The longer the thumb, the ^stronger tho

will-power, and the greater the power of analysis
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and of breaking away from uninvestigated gener

alities.

The best servants have short thumbs, doing

well under a kind, but never familiar, manage- servants,

ment.

The best soldiers have short thumbs also. This thumbs in

exaggerated muscular type is common among SollUera-

certain classes, who, if left too much to their own

free wills, are apt to give themselves over to dis

sipation and excess.

Children with short thumbs should be most tjj^b ln

carefully watched and directed, as they are easily children,

influenced, whether for good or evil, feeling them

selves as it were, forced to imitate what they

admire ; and thus have no personal initiative

whatever.

Between the long and the short thumb there is the The

medium thumb, which is neither one thing nor the thumb™

other, but in exact proportion to the rest of the

hand. There is but one organization that possesses

it, and that is the Solar, or harmonic,—the organ

ization of the poet, artist and genius.

SECTION II.

THE FIRST PHALA1STX Or THE THUMB.

The first phalanx of the thumb represents the ianxo?the

power and energy of the will, as well as great self thumb-

confidence. If long, it appertains to the Jupiter-
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Thumb with first phalanx long.

 

Thumb with first phalanx very short.

 

Thumb With first and second phalanges equal.

 

Thumb with second phalanx long.
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ian, Saturnian and Mercurian organizations, whose First pha-

will and good sense always dominate their instruc- lanx long-

tive impulses.

A. short first phalanx indicates weakness; a

mind more influenced by sentiment and passion,

than by either right or justice.

It is common in all sensitive organizations, where

instinct masters thought, and where the sentiments

of inspiration are more powerful than the convic

tions of reasoning.

Women, as a rule, have short first phalanges. First and

If the first and second phalanges are of equal second pha-

length, it indicates an exact equilibrium between

the judgment and the will, and belongs, almost

exclusively, to the Solar or Harmonic . tempera

ment.

A short, but broad, first phalanx indicates

stubbornness; an irregular will, without discern- uS'short

ment; the extremes of joy and sorrow, and melan- andt'road-

choly.

SECTION III.

SECOND PHALANX OF THE THUMB.

The second phalanx signifies, if long, great

sasoning power, logic, perceptioi

le good sense to desire only v

tained by our means or faculties.

reasoning power, logic, perception and judgment ; second pha-

the good sense to desire only what may be ob- thumb long
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When the second phalanx is only moderately

developed and the first very much, it denotes a

*" will that can master the passions, but only by

diverting the thoughts into another channel by

means of steady work.

The second phalanx of the thumb, short, denotes

inconstancy in friendship and want of fidelity to

Partv> political or otherwise. The person may

medium, be capable of sudden acts of devotion and possible

heroism, but only on the spur of the moment ; he

will lack the stability and perseverance necessary

to follow up a noble act, and will relapse into his

normal state of vacillation and apathy.

SECTION IV.

THE THIRD PHALANX OF THE THUMB.

The third phalanx of the thumb is scarcely

Third pha- apparent on the exterior of the hand, while in the

1 toumb*116 interior, it is quite absorbed by the Mount of

Venus, partaking of its qualities.
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THE FINGERS AND THEIR

TYPICAL FORMS.

SECTION I.

LAKGE AND SMALL FINGEKS.

Large fingers signify a massive organization, Large fin.
destined to hard work; also a ponderous mind gers"

and common, vulgar tastes.

Small, but not thin fingers, an acute, clever

mind, which is often dissimulating.

SECTION II.

FAT AND LEAN FINGEK3.

Fat fingers indicate a love of idleness, or laziness,

and where the third phalanx is particularly devel- Fat

oped, a taste for the sensuous.

Lean fingers designate a searching and inquir

ing mind ; simple tastes, and sometimes a tendency Leau flngers

to parsimony.

SECTION HI.

SMOOTH FINGERS.

Smooth fingers denote a facility of conception Smooth to.

and action, especially as regards art. They be- s6™-
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HAND NO. XIII.

THE IDEALISTIC HAND.

 

Hand with smooth, pointed fingers, from -which come high in

•pirationB, inventive power, faith, and poetic qualification** ; with

•trong tastes for all that is agreeable, graceful, delicate and artis

tic; and forming conclusions impulsively, and rapidly without

•tudlous examination.
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long more particularly to nervous-sanguine and

lymphatic organizations ; the smoothness indicat

ing a rapid circulation of the electric fluid.

The hand being the representative of the brain,

if the fluids circulate more or less rapidly in the

fingers, it is that they do so in the brain.

All persons with these fingers judge by inspira

tion or at first sight.

SECTION IV.

KNOTTY rriTGEES.

In knotty fingers the conception is slow and Knotty fln.
difficult, requiring both time and labor to develop gers'

it, which is attributed to the super-abundance of

bile (a cold, slow fluid) in these organizations,

which hinders the perfect circulation of the nervous

fluids.

Each knot or joint has its particular name and or^nou*8'

signification.

If the knot between the first and second pha

langes is large it is called the philosophical knot,

and indicates a struggle between the reason and Th?pWlogo.

the inspiration. It is found in the hands of inde-

pendent theorists ; of those who believe nothing

without positive proof; of reasoners, and ofpersons

who have orderly minds.
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HAND NO. XIV.

THE PHILOSOPHIC HAND.

 

Hand with knotty fingers ; the philosophical and material knots

both well developed, showing marked adaptability for abstract and

profound studies, arriving at results and conclusions slowly and

laboriously, but surely.
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The joint between the second and third pha

langes is called the knot of material order, and

indicates a struggle between the laws of reason ^at"^^

and the material instincts ; it gives practical order order-

in business affairs, and in calculations regarding

personal advantages. If excessively large, it

indicates an egotist ; and, in fingers where both

knots are present, the poetical is obliterated by

the positive, the. philosophical by the practical.

SECTION V.

POINTED FINGEES.

Pointed fingers, inhaling and exhaling the astral

or electric fluids more easily than any other form,
„ . ,. , ., . ' Pointed

naturally indicate the- prompt or rapid conception augers.

of an idea, and a not less rapid determination to

execute it. They indicate also religion, ecstasy,

poetry, invention, imagination and exaggerations.

(See Hand No. XIII.)

Jupiter, pointed, signifies cither a commanding j,,piier

power that is quick and decisive ; or a good and poilltl!d-

rapid intuition of the comfortable and convenient.

Saturn, pointed, (rare) indicates rapid intuition

where the higher studies are concerned, and an pofiue™

easy solution of great problems.

Apollo, pointed, means happy and rapid intu- polS

itions regarding the tasteful and artistic.
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Merenry A pointed Mercury (very common, except in
pointed. ^Q muscular type) : inspired eloquence, innate

industry or ability.

Pointed A pointed thumb signifies a disposition that no
Thumb. j .,,.,.

sooner desires than it executes.

SECTION VI.

SQUARE FINGERS.

Square fingers indicate positive and reasonable

finger*, decisions, order, organization, regularity, symmetry,

thought.

. The square The square thumb means that a conclusion once
thumb. '

come to is unalterable.

A square Jupiter indicates a complete subjec-

tion ^0 ruies, iawS, social conventionalities, and

everything that appertains to exterior order.

Saturn, square, signifies : severe morality and

square! the dominion of principle in everything ; intoler

ance of liberal or independent doctrines, ideas or

conduct.

Apollo, if square, signifies : severe artistic tastes

Apoiio with but little inspiration for its execution. This

square. f0nnation makes a good copyist, but in original

productions the sentiment of color, movement,

action and animation, will be wanting ; rules and

conventionalities will predominate. Occasionally

one finds a good architect with this shaped third

finger.
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HAND NO. XT.

THE REALISTIC HAND.

 

Band with square fingers, indicating order, organization, regu*

Jarity, Bywaetry and thought.
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Mercury, or the little finger, if square, signifies :

difficulty of understanding all that requires sub

tlety, promptness or acuteness of the intellectual

faculties. A hint would be perfectly useless ; nor

would the possessor of such fingers be able to

extricate himself from a dangerous position.

SECTION VII.

BPATULATED FINGERS.

With some people the fingers, or certain ofthem,

exaggerate the square form by spreading at the

gpatuiated ends like a fan or shovel ; they are called spatu-
flngers' lated, and this form is due to the super-abundance

of electric fluid contained in the fingers. It seems

to push the fingers in every direction, and forces

the person to move and act constantly in the

particular direction of the qualities of ihe finger

where it is found.

Thus spatulated fingers imply a great need of

action and physical movement ; they also indicate

resolution, material and positive interests, and a

love that lacks tenderness, with a tendency to

brusqueness.

spatulated A spatulated thumb indicates desire for iinmedi-
thumb.

ate realization of the will.

Jupiter Jupiter, spatulated, signifies Jove of active

simulated.
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HAND NO. XVI.

THE ENERGETIC HAND.

 

Hand with spatulated fingers, indicating prompt and impulsiv*

action without regard to consequences.
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A spatulated Saturn gives taste for agriculture,

"* building, or work in the mines.

A spatulated Sun or Apollo indicates a practical

i atuTated arttstic taste, which includes historical painters,

composers of marches or military music, photog

raphers, etc.

Mercury Finally, a spatulated little-finger designates a

spatulated. taste for mechanical work, a talent for the inven

tion of machinery.

SECTION VIII.

MIXED AND ROUND FINGEKS.

Besides the forms already mentioned, there

exist others, which are neither pointed, square nor

Bound fln. spatulated, but simply rounded at their ends.

gers. They are callod misea flngers, and are the result

of a mixed organization,—that is, one formed of a

mixture of several organizations united. (See

Hand, No. XII. page 52.)

To them belong natures that unite the flights of

the imagination to good sense. Where the rest of

the hand corresponds, this union leads to great

superiority; many of the most talented men

having this form of finger,
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SECTION IX.

OBTUSE FIXGEBS

Obtuse fingers, or those whose ends are as thick

and gross as their roots, indicate an organization obtuse fln.

where coarse, brutal tendencies predominate ; one eere-

that will always be more ruled by its impulses

ihan by reflection. A large, round first joint of

the thumb generally accompanies these fingers

which belong to the muscular type.

They are rarely capable of anything either

clever or delicate. Their possessors are easily

led; forming, when unoccupied, a dangerous

class of society. Habits of work, a strong moral

education and constant oversight, are the only

means of keeping them in the right way. (See

Hand No. III. page 35.)
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THE SIGXS ON THE PALM.

The prominent signs anil tokens upon the palm

of the Hand consist of Mounts or elevations

located in various parts of the palm, and of Lines

which traverse it in difl'erent directions. These

constitute the Chiromancy of the hand; and, as

the palm is the seat more especially of physical

tokens, or those which refer more immediately to

actual life and the capabilities of the senses, they

form a very important adjunct to the revelations

of the Three Worlds as exemplified by the Chirog-

nomy or typical formation of the hand and its

members.

If the Map of the Hand on page 21 has been

carefully examined and studied, the locations of

the Lines and Mounts will already be understood.

The signification of these tokens will now be

readily perceived, and their mutual bearings and

their application to the Chirognomic indications

will be further developed as this work progresses ;

but the independent meaning of each Line and

Mount must first be thoroughly understood.
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HAND NO. XVII.

SIGNS ON THE PALM.

 

Hand showing the seven Mounts.and the principal Lines ofthe palm
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THE MOUNTS ON THE PALM.

At the base of each finger, in the palm of the

hand, there is an elevation or mount. (See Hand

No. XVII., page 75.) When these mounts are

The Mounts well-developed and placed just under the fingers

to which they belong, they represent the same

qualities as the fingers themselves ; indeed, they

have a stronger signification, as they are, as it

pedUMouiits were, the source from which the finger draws its

virtue, just as a plant draws from the root its

origin and power. Consequently, if the root .is

strong, large and well-developed, the plant will

be vigorous ; and vice versa.

It is the same with the fingers and then' mounts.

If the mount at the base of a finger is high,

large and strong, the quality signified by the

Mounts, finger will be equally so ; if, on the contrary, this

mount be low, of small compass and soft, it indi

cates that the qualities indicated by the finger are

almost wanting in the organization of the person

in question.

Depressed ^> *n Place of a mount, there is a depression or

Monnu. hollow, these qualities are not only wanting, but

often the opposite quality exists,

Besides the mounts located under the fingers,

there are two others; one, In the centre of the
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percussion of the hand, called the Mount of Mars,

and another at the base of the percussion—the Mounts of

Mount of the Moon. ^heMoon0*

If these mounts are not in then- proper places,

but leaning to one side or the other, they partake Mounts

of the qualities or defects of the mount towards Awards

which they lean. another-

If Jupiter, for instance, leans towards Saturn. .. ,
Jupiter lean-

it is a sad, and sometimes fatal modification of the ing towards

inclinations inspired by the former.

Saturn leaning towards Jupiter signifies: power satnmiean-

and energy which will conquer an adverse fate ; J

whereas Saturn, tending towards Apollo, indicates

good fortune attending artistic talent, or the ac- ing towards

quisition of riches: but the Mount of Apollo, ApoU°-

leaning towards Saturn, indicates reputation con- ^jg°'/^^"

trolled or prevented by fate. Saturn.

The Mount of the Sun leaning towards Mercury,

but higher than the latter, indicates celebrity ^"towards

attained by science, eloquence or cleverness; if, Mercury-

on the contrary. Mercury's Mount tends towards Mercury
J towards

Apollo, it signifies triumph of art over industry.

Mars leaning towards Mercury gives energy to

those qualities attributed to the latter. i

The Mount of Venus, large and filling the Mercury,

greater part of the base of the hand, signifies : the Mount of

power of love triumphing over great difficulties ij^8.

indicated in the Plain of Mars.
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THE LINES ON THE PALM.

SECTION I.

THE LETTER M.

In every hand there are lines; but they differ

in length, depth, color and clearness, as well as in

position, according to the type to which the hand

belongs. They are the sensitive and intelligent g^e lines of

part of Chiromancy. the hand-

The three most important lines in the hand are

those that form the letter M, each one of which

has a different signification.

SECTION II.

THE L*IXE OF THE HEART.

The Line of the Heart runs horizontally across

the hand, at the base of the Mounta belonging to

the fingers. In the left hand it forms the last

branch of the letter M, and hi the right the first ;

it is called the Heart Line. (See Hand No. XVIII.) Line of *
v ' Heart.

According to its length, depth and clearness, we

can estimate the degree of disinterested devotion

the heart is capable of. It ought to extend from

the Mount of Jupiter to the percussion of the

hand. The more it extends towards Jupiter the

more pure the affection. A too long line is bad,

indicating an excess of affection, and consequent

jealousy or tyranny.
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HAND NO. XVIII.

HAND WITH TUB I IKES FOKMING THE LETTER M.

 

L'ne of Life

Showing the Three principal Lines of the Palm ; the Lines of the

Heart, Head, and Life.
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Beginning just under Saturn it is a fatal sign, Length m

provided it is found in both hands and that the ^n™1*

line is without branches.

In the sentimental or Venusian type of hand it is
,, , . , ... .. , Heart-Line

generally long, clear and pure, indicating great

affection and devotion.

It is long also in lymphatic organisations, but

extremely pale, indicating an affection which,

although sincere, is rather passive than active, in the Lym-
being incapable of struggling against great diffi- phattc-

culties, and still less against the need of change

which is natural to this temperament.

In the Solar organizations this line is only

moderately long, as, although generous and d

voted, they require a certain ideal in their affec

tions, which die when surrounded by the common

place or vulgar.

The same line is also only moderately developed Heart-line

in the Jupiterian organizations, a type which is m t*erian"1"

rather sensual than loving.

It is almost short in the Mercurian <«/pe'where Heart line

the brain is too busy to be mastered by any tre- curian^

mendous attachment.

The heart line is short also in the Saturnian

type, which is cold, and whose thoughts are too Heart-line

elevated to allow of its becoming absorbed by an satumian:

earthly attachment.

Finally, in the muscular type, the heart line is
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Heart line

in the Mus

cular type.

Heart line

wanting.

Heart line

crossed.

very short, as this type seldom desires with the

heart, but wills with violence.

There are persons in whose

hands the Heart line is

wanting; they will never be

influenced by sentiment, but

by interest alone, and have

iron wills and little faith.

Sometimes it indicates pre

mature death.

If the Heart line is crossed

by other than the principal

lines, it indicates just so

many Wows, so much suf- - ^ ^ ^

fering through the sensibil- Line of the Heart crossed,

ities.

A Heart line, beginning

and ending with branches,

betokens a good and rich

nature ; the character will

be all the more beautiful

and noble if, at its begin

ning under Jupiter, these

branches ascend towards

that finger.

A line of the Heart with

out branches, indicates a

timid, undecided person,

 

 

HAND NO. XX.

Heart Line branched.
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lacking vivacity and ex

pansion.

Sometimes the Heart line

extends towards its extrem

ity, or the percussion of the

hand, to the Head line ; it

is a sign that the head will

master the heart; that af

fection will be sacrificed to

interest.

A Heart line formed like

a chain indicates undecided

affections or small love-af

fairs.

A broken line is fatal, but only when found

in both hands.

 

HAKD NO. XXI.

Heart Line like a chain.

Broken.

SECTION III.

THE LINE OF THE HEAD.

The Line of the Head, indicating talent for cal-
Head line.

culation, is that which, in both hands, forms the

second branch of the letter M.

By its length, depth and clearness is recognized

the greater or lesser disposition of a person for indications
. , ,f n , , ,; .. * . , . ofthe Heau

intellectual labor, as well as capacity for looking line.

after his interests. It indicates also a strong

will.
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It crosses the hand a little below the Heart line

beginning under the Index finger, about half-way

f Detweerl i* an& the thumb, and ends half way

line. between Apollo and Mercury. Longer, it indicates

a long-headed person with an eye to his own in

terests; shorter, stopping perhaps under the

middle finger, it indicates a person of weak dis

cerning powers, easily losing his head when sur-

He»d line in rounded by difficulties.

j^aptterian It is lone/ in the Saturnian, Jupiterian and

Mercian Mercurian types.

types. in the Solar or harmonious organization it is

long also, but extending somewhat towards the
Head line ill -,' „,, ,. „, , , ,..

the solar base of the percussion of the hand, or Mount of

type- the Moon, and indicating an intelligence which

although very great, is much more ideal than

positive.

It is long also, but descending quite to the

Mount of the Moon, in the Lunar organisations,

^h^Lunar" m wnicn tne comprehension of all things positive is

type, influenced and governed by the imagination, which

reigns supreme in these hands. Lacking initiative

or energy, they are too inactive to attend to

their interests carefully, finding happiness in the

dreams and illusions of their imaginations, and in

the emotions caused by the various changes that

Headline in occur in their lives.

*hT/te?" Tne head ^ne is s^ort m tne Venusim or senti
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mental type,—too often governed entirely by the

heart.

In the exaggerated Muscular type, it is short ?

also but not in its more moderate development. cular t

The Head line, extend

ing to the percussion of

the hand, denotes a man

who is master of himself,

and has an eye to his own

interests.

If it finishes lower, close

to the Mount of the Moon,

it signifies a tendency to

abandon all positive inter

ests for dreamy contempla

tion, given to building

castles in the air.

If on the contrary, this

same line ascends at its extremity towards Mer

cury, it is a sign that the head is ruled by the
heart,—a sign that all interests will be neglected t*SMercufy

where the soul is bound by a sentiment or affec

tion.

The Line of the Head, clear and pure from

beginning to end, indicates a clear brain that will

not become easily troubled ; but, if unequal as re- Headline

gards size and depth, it denotes a mind not sure Io"1|£!ld

of itself,—confused, uncertain, undecided. When

 

HAND NO. XXn.
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this line ends just undeT

Saturn, it is fatal, provided

the other signs in the hand

point to the same thing.

Not joined to the Life

line it signifies : caprice, im

prudence and discontent. A

sister, or accompanyinghne;

is always of good omen,

wherever it is found.

HARD HO. XXIII.

SECTION IV.

THE LINE OF LIFE.

The Line of Life begins between the upper part

of the root of the thumb and the Index finger, and
The line of , „ ,, ,, , '

Life. surrounds the entire root of the thumb or Mount

ofVenus, descending towards its base. (See Hand

No. XVII. page 75). It forms in the left hand

the first branch of the letter M.

By its clearness, depth and length, may be as-

certained the degree of vigor of a person's consti-

i"eleof tution, as well as the probabilities of a long or

short life.

Small lines crossing the Line of Life indicate

illness or accidents, according to their depth.

The Life line is generally very long, although

Line of life
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Life Line in

pale and yellowish, in hands belonging to the the s»tum-
Saturnian or bilious type,—indicating a long, calm lan type'

existence.

Although less loag than in the bilious type, it

is still long in hands belonging to the bilious-san- the Jupiter-
guine or Jupiterian organization, but it is much ian typ*'

more vivid, being almost red in color, on account

of the greater activity of the blood.

The same line is moderate and sometimes of a

bluish color in sentimental or Venusian hands; a '"ufe Venus?

type rather passive than active. This distin-

guishes it from the Jupiterian, which it resem

bles closely as regards constitution and activity of

the blood.

The Life line is moderately long only in the

harmonious organizations; it is shallow and rather "

pale, although clear and well defined ; this type type,

drawing its activity rather from the harmony and

equilibrium of its constitution than from the pre

ponderance of either blood or nervous fluids.

It is moderately long, but fine and very clear, Life line in
I, /. T , ., -i • •, -i • , the Mercu-

and also of a dark, greenish color, in hands of the rian type.

bilious-nervous type, where activity and agility of

the cerebral nerves predominated, causing a

delicacy of conception that could not exist were tha

blood either slow or languid.

Finally, the line of Life, is short, very short, andufeune in

often cut and interrupted, in the exaggerated th^r™u*ru
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Life line

long and

clear.

Life line

abort.

sanguine-muscular type. The breaks predicting

danger from the impetuosity of the blood.

A long pure and well traced Life line, equal in

all parts and of a beautiful rose color, is the sign

of a good constitution, of vigorous health, and

gives hope also of a long life.

Short, badly drawn, and of unequal size, it desig

nates a weak constitution, bad blood, and a dis

position to troublesome fevers.

If, besides, it is cut by other small lines, it

indicates attacks of various

maladies ; their origin is

at known by the part of the

hand from which they take

their departure. If it be

from the Heart line, these

evils will originate in some

irritation of the moral

affections ; if it be from the

Head line, the illness will

come from the brain, busi

ness disappointments or

or the Mt. of blows on the head; if they come from the Mount
Venus, Oj. Venus, they p0mt to some constitutional weak-

or the Plain ness > tf from tnc nollow of the palm, or Plain of

of Mars. Mars, it may be concluded that these illnesses

which attack life, are caused by embarrassments,

by struggles or difficulties, sometimes by material

privations.

Coming

from the

Heart line.

or the

Bwd line,

 

HAND BO. TUT.

Life Line crossed.
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Life and

In examining the Life line it is necessary to know

whether, at its birth above the thumb, it joins

the Head line or not. If it

does, forming a regular angle,

it indicates .that the person Life and

will be wise and prudent in

all his undertakings; if, on

the contrary, the two lines of

the Head and Life do not

touch at all, it is a sign that

the Head is not in accordance

with the Life and that, for the

sake of executing a project

once formed, all else will be

forgotten, even personal happiness and safety. See

Hand No. XXV.

But if these two lines join

ed at first, instead of sep

arating under the Index fin

ger separate under Saturn, it

indicates retarded reasoning

age, or along vegetative child

hood.

A Life line broken in one

hand but not in the other,

indicates a serious malady. In

both hands : death. This sign

lever fails.

 

 

Life line

broken.

HAM) NO. XXVI.
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The broken Life line is shown on Hand No.

YXVIII.

If several lines have the

Lines leav- Mount of Venus crossing the
i-g the Mt. _ . . .. .. ,, ,,

it Tenus. Life line as well as all the

other principal lines, it signi

fies : a love affair that will de

stroy an entire life. See Hand

No. XXVII.

Lifeline If the Life line divides at

dividing. tne wrist( it signifies weakness,

or a great change in the mode

of living.

HAND NO. XXVn.

If the lower branch of a broken Life line turns

toward the thumb it is fatal,

signifying inevitable death ;

but if it turns towards the

palm of the hand, there may

still be a hope of prolonging

life.

A double line of Life in

dicates an excess of vitality.

A Life line that stands on

Jupiter, indicates immense

ambition and success.

HAND NO. xxvm. Branches running towards

the wrist indicate poverty and loss of money.

 

Life line

on Jupiter.
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Ascending branches announce

aspirations towards a higher

life. All really fine lines have

branches.

If the Heart, Head and Life

lines all join, it indicates great

misfortune, accidental death.

A short Life line, with two

small adjacent parallel lines,

announces also a short life.

A deep hole in the Life line ;

—violent death.

 

HAND NO. XXIX.

Line of

Saturn.

SECTION V.

THE LIKE OF SATURN.

The Line of Saturn, that of hazard or luck which

is found in most hands, is a line which starts from

the base or lower part of the hand near the wrist,

and ascends more or less directly towards the

middle-finger or Saturn.

Its place of departure is not always the same,

being sometimes the base of the wrist, at others its place of

the PlainofMars,—then again,the Mount ofMars, iJ°Parture

the Mount oftlie Moon, or the Line of Life.

Its termination varies in the same way, being

sometimes at the Head line, sometimes

Plain of Mars, sometimes at the Heart line, and

at the termination
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tiofof'the the

then again at one of the Mounts. Its signification

depends on the places of departure and arrival, as

well as on the directness of this line.

By its clearness, length and depth, may be ascer

tained the degree of success likely to attend upon

a person's undertakings. If the line is found in

.t hand, it indicates fortune favoring all

Line of luck active enterprises ; in the left, or passive hand, it

signifies good luck without the aid of personal

endeavors.

Clear, straight and pure, mounting directly

from the wrist through the Plain of Mars to the

middle-finger, after having dug deep into the

Mount at its base, it indicates luxuriant happi

ness, without alloy ;—gifts, money and uninter

rupted success,—notwith

standing any amount of
Line of luck. ,

in the left imprudence or stupidity,

hand- that is, if this line be good

in the left hand; if it is only

found so in the right it indi

cates happiness and success

the same, but only

achieved by personal exer

tions.

If the Line of Luck, good

at its beginning, remains so

only part of its way, it indi-

hand-

 

HAND NO. XXX.

Line of Luck broken.
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HAND NO. XXXI.

THE LUCKY LINE.

 

Showing Line of Saturn, or luck, with lucky braiiches, all very

strongly denned.
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f"the a8e-

cu t in the

middle,

v autmg.

cates : happiness, interfered with at an advanced

If> on tne other hand, this line is only good

Line ofiuck towards the end of its journey, happiness and good

luck will only arrive at that stage of the person's

existence.

If this line is fine at its start and also at its end,

the ^ddle alone being cut, interrupted or lost in

other lines, it indicates that the happy conditions

under which a person was born will not continue,

but give place to fearful struggles in middle life,

with a return of happiness at its close.

If the Line of Luck is wanting in both hands,

p of luck happiness and success are still possible, but with-

slightest aid from luck or chance.

Often, instead of leaving the

wrist, this line starts from

either the Mount of Venus,

the Mount of the Moon or

both, in which case no luck

can be said to be born with

the person ; it must come later

from a strong attachment, a

caprice, a great change in life,

or a journey, if the line leaves

the outside of the percussion ;

HAND NO. xxxii. this exterior mount indicates

always a great distance, especially if very marked

lines leave it for the interior of the hand.
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The Line of Luck, beginning at the Line of

Life, signifies : happiness dependent on a person's

Own merits. Life Line.

If it extends below the wrist or above the
ni , ,. n , ,, • -, Line of luck

Mount of Saturn, there is excess and consequent too long,

weakness.

If after leaving the bottom

the hand it stops abruptly at

the Heart line, it indicates:

happiness ruined by a love

affair, or an illness.

If it stops at the Head line

it signifies : happiness inter

fered with by false calculations

or a cerebral malady.

If the Line of Luck is bro

ken, cut, or in chains or islands

as it passes through the Plain

ofMars, it indicates great phy

sical or moral struggles.

A double line, if twisted or broken, announces T .
. . ~ ... Line of luck

great infirmities or corruption; straight, it an- double,

nounces excessive happiness. Broken in several

places, it indicates streaks of good luck.

 

Line of luck

broken, cut

or in chains.

HAND HO. TTTTIT.
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SECTION VI.

THE HEPATIC LUTE.

ite Hepatic The Hepatic or liver line is also called the Health

line, and it begins ordinarily at the base of the

hand, near the Life line, and ascends obliquely to

Position of the en(^ of the Head line, which it usually joins

the i?epatic about the middle of the percussion of the hand.

(See Hand No. XXXIV, page 98.)

This line is not found in every hand.

By its straightness, depth and length, may be

signiflca- ascertained the strength of a person's cerebral
tion of the r

Hepatic line powers,—that is to say, whether he is capable of

doing any amount of brain work, and his physical

capacity for the task.

When it is found in neither hand, the person's

destiny is action rather than thought.

If the Hepatic line is long, straight", even and of

TheTrian- equal thickness and depth, it indicates a good con-

8le- stitution, especially if with the Head and Lifelines,

it forms a triangle, more or less regular. (See

Hand No. XXXIV, page 98.)

If the Hepatic Line does not extend as far as the

Head line, there is a want ofharmony between the

The Hepatic Head and Liver, destroying the power of the brain
line short.

and rendering intellectual work fatiguing and

difficult.

If the Liver line passes the Head line and ap
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preaches or even joins that of the Heart, the power

and activity of the brain 'will be turned to things

of sentiment,—all the vital forces will be swayed^

only in favor of a well-loved being. Devotion will

be pushed to the point of utter forgetfulness of

self and the care of one's own interests.

Small lines crossing the Hepatic line indicate small Iine9

illness originating with the liver or bile. crossing the

, T . , . - . Hepatic line

In some cases the Liver line, instead of joining

the Head line wanders off to the outside of the Hepatic line

percussion, near the Mount of Mars. This sig- ^(Jars118

nines : health injured by a struggle.

The entire absence of this line may or may not

be an indication of poor health, as it makes known Absence of

more particularly the capacity or taste that exists tte ^atlc

for mental application, and to what degree it is

safe to work the brain. If separated from the Life Hepatic line
line (see Hand No. XXXIV, page 98) , it announces J Li"enune.e

a long life ; if joined with it a weakness of the heart.

If this line extends towards the Moon, it denotes Hepatic line
extending to

a character as capricious as can be, or journeys by the Moon,

sea.

SECTION VII.

THE CIRCLB OF VENUS.

The Circle or Ring of Venus is a curved line The circle

surrounding the roots of Saturn and Apollo, and ofVenus,
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HAND NO. XXXIV.

 

Circle of

Venus.

Hepatic line

inclining

from left to

right.

Snowing the Hepatic Line, and the Circle or Eing of Venus, with

their relative posi.tim.is to the lines of the Heart, Head, Lite, and

Saturn.
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indicative of an impassioned character—some

times of sensuality when broken or imperfect.

(See Hand No. XXXIV, page 98.)

It belongs more particularly to the Jupiterian

and Venusian types, gives great energy, and is

always found in the perfect hand.

SECTION VIII.

THE LINES OF BEPUTATION.

The Mount at the foot of Apollo or the Sun is

often crossed by one or more vertical lines which

cut deep into it, dividing it like a ravine.

These lines are the Sun lines

or lines of reputation. They

start ordinarily either in the

middle of the hand, at the

Head line, the Heart line or

the Mount ofthe Moon, and by

them may be seen whether a

person will become celebrated

or not in any particular respect,

but more especially as regards

the artistic creations; accord

ing to where they take their

departure, depends the nature

of this celebrity.

In very material hands they indicate love of

riches.

 

HAND NO. XXXV.
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Sun line

divided.

When coming from the hollow of the hand or

Plain of Mars, they indicate success and reputa

tion after a great struggle ; coming from the Head

line, this success would be based on calculation or

personal interest ; but where they leave the Heart

line, it announces a real talent, or success due to

great generosity of soul.

If a single line of the Sun

divides into two as it ascends,

it signifies: force neutralized

by division. If it divides into

three parts, it indicates a de

sire for glory, riches and tal

ents, which, for the above-

mentioned reason, will remain

only a desire.

If three lower branches unite

and form one single line as they

ascend, it signifies a union of

fortune, reputation and merit.

The finest Sun line will give no glory if cut or

crossed by a single line. There will be the desire

and the talent, but no success.

Three uneven, wavering lines indicate a taste

This division of talent

produces only an incomplete success.

 

HAND HO. XXXVI.

Sun line

crossed.

uneven sun for several branches of art.

lines.
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SECTION IX.

SMALL LUTES.

Besides the principal lines already mentioned,

there are others that are placed on the Mounts, lines,

fingers or principal lines, their significations vary

ing according to their location.

A single line on the outside of the hand, beyond Marria

the Mount ofMercury and parallel with the Heart lines.

line, indicates a single lasting affection, or mar

riage. Two lines announce two marriages or affairs

of the heart.

A single line on the Mount of Jupiter indicates A ime on
Jupiter.

success.

On Saturn : happiness. Many lines : misfortune. ^"u,.™

A single line on the Mount ofApotto : talent and A line on

glory ; cross lines : failure. Apoiio.

A single line on the Mount of Mercury: chance Lines on

of fortune ; many lines : disposition to steal. Mercury.

Many lines on Mars : temper, fury. ''"'Mara°11

On the Moon: presentiments, mental troubles:
Unes on th»

running to the outside of the hand : journeys. Moon.

Venus without lines announces a calm life. The Lines on

more lines there are, the greater the passions. Veuua-
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THE FIG-URES ON THE HAND.

Besides the Mounts, Lines, etc., whichhave been

referred to and described, there are numerous

figures and tokens that may be discovered in a

close examination of the hand, some of which are

formed by the contact or intersection of the more

prominent lines ; these are exhibited in the twelve

numbers of the Diagram on page 103, their force

and signification depending on their location and

construction.

Stars, wherever they are found, indicate a great

event—something beyond personal control. See

Diagram, Fig. ].

A Star on Jupiter signifies satisfied ambition,

honor, unexpected elevation. Jupiter is always

favorable.

A Star on Saturn:—Assassination, murder or

violent death.

A Star on Apollo :—Celebrity and riches accom

panied by misfortune.

A Star on Mercury :—Dishonor.

A Star on Mars :—Murder.

The Moon. A Star on The Moon .-—Hypocrisy, perfidy, trea

son; a great misfortune caused by the imagina

tion, or danger of submersion.

Stare:

on

Jupiter,

on

Saturn,

on

Apollo,

on

Mercury,

Mara,

or
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FIGURES ON THE HAND.

O

 

 

Diagram showing the smaller marks or figures to be found on

the hand.
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Star on

Venus.

Squares.

Suns.

Islands.

Triangles.

on various

Locations.

Branches.

Crosses.

Cross on

Jupiter.

A Star on Venus :—Unhappiness caused by a

love-affair.

Squares give vigor and power to the organ on

which they are found. See Diagram, Fig. 2.

Suns indicate a very great success, glory and

reputation. See Diagram, Fig. 3.

Islands, see Fig. 4, indicate hereditary disease ;

irregularity.

Triangles, see Fig. 5, signify : scientific capacity,

aptitude and talent.

A triangle on Jupiter indicates diplomacy.

On Saturn : dark sciences based on magic, etc.

On Apollo : science in art.

On Mercury : the science of politics.

On Mars : science of war.

On tlie Moon : wisdom of mysticism.

- On Venus : designing love-affairs.

Branches, if they ascend, mean abundance ; if

they descend, lack of success, complete failure.

See Fig. 6.

Crosses, see Fig. 7, are obstacles, when they

cross a principal line. On the fingers and the

Mounts they indicate, according to their size, an

event more or less important in connection with

the signification or development of the Mount or

line on which they are found.

A cross on Jupiter indicates a love-match.
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Chains, see Fig..8, indicate struggles and mental

anxieties. Chains-

Dots, if black, see Fig. 9, indicate wounds ; but Black dotg

if white—successes. white dots.

When a line is broken up into small portions,

see Fig. 10, in the same direction but not continu

ous, it means sudden stoppages or accidents in

the career indicated by the line. If the line be

crooked, the signification attached to that line is

much weakened.

Hair lines, see Fig. 11, show an excess of theHair Unes

quality of the line, but their very excess sometimes

leads to failure, by overstepping the mark.

• Gratings or Crossbars, see Fig. 12, indicate the Gratings

defective qualities of the Mount on which they are Cross£ara.

found.

Crossbars on Jupiter denote egotism, desire

to shine, pride and domineering.

On Saturn : misfortune.

On Apollo : folly, vanity, weakness and error. on varlous

On Mercury : theft, shyness.

On Mars : violent death. Locations.

On the Moon : sadness, discontent, agitation.

On Venus : strong passions.
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THERASCETTES ORWRISTLETS.

The At the wrist, where it joins the palm, there are

wristlets. always one or more iines in the form of a bracelet.

These, Chiromancists say, indicate length of life,

happiness and riches.

Four parallel lines, well-defined, straight and
nes' equal, indicate a very, very long period of exis

tence—more than one hundred years.

Three lines indicate about ninety years, if clearThree lines. ' •

and well cut.

TWO lines. Two lines, sixty years, and one, thirty.

If the wristlets are badly designed, interrupted,

cut or ™ cna'ns> they indicate trouble and a labor

ious existence, followed by happiness—provided

there are as many as three lines.
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HAND NO. XXXVII.

THE WRISTLETS AND SPACES.

 

The

Quadrangle.

The

Triangles.

The

Wristlet*.

Hand showing the location of the Quadrangle; of the greater and

nudler Triangles ; and of the Wristlets.
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FIGURES FORMED BY THE'

PRINCIPAL LINES.

SECTION I.

THE QUADRANGLE.

The Quadrangle is the space enclosed between

rVn le the Heart and Head lines (see Hand No. XXXVII) ;

Quadrangle of the Quadrangle is regular and graceful, indi-
wellfonned- eating a good constitution and a large-minded

when they are both straight and regular, the form

, of the Quadrangle is regular a

'eating a good constitution an

generous and kindly character.

If either of these lines is crooked or uneven.
Irregular

Quadrangle, ascending or descending too much, the Quad

rangle is irregular and narrow, indicating an irres

olute, malignant, narrow-minded person, lacking

vivacity, spontaneity and decision. If the Heart

Head itne in line ascends towards the Head line, it will be by

descending! force of interest or egotism that the person will be

rendered mean and narrow.

If, however, the Head line ascends too much

Head line in towards the Heart line, the character may be
Quadrangle

ascending, generous at bottom, but will be always timid and

awkward in its demonstrations. This timidity

'will cause hesitations and embarassments at the
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proper time for action, and

the Quadrangle will be con-

sequently full of small crosses

—invariable signs of mental

indecision and trouble.

The Quadrangle, when cov- Quadrangle,

ered by small lines, indicates

a weak head; without lines:

a great misfortune.

HAND NO. XXXV111.

SECTION H.

THE FIELD OF MAKS.

The triangular space formed by the Line of

Life, the Line of the Head, and the Hepatic Line,

is called the Field ofMars. This is divided into

two triangles by the intersection of the Line of

Saturn or Luck, and are called the Greater and

Lesser Triangle, respectively.

SECTION III.

THE GREAT TRIANGLE.

The Great Triangle is the space which stretches The Great

from the Head line and the line ofLife to the Hep- Tri»nele-
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otic or liver line. (See Hand No. XXXVII.) When

angle* re'gu- it is regular, it is a sign that the blood, (Life line)

lar- the intelligence (Head line) and the cerebral powers,

(Hepatic line) are in a just equilibrium.

But if the Great Triangle is irregular, caused by

one or more of these lines being imperfect, it shows

Ur- an incompleteness of the organization which ren

ders a person ill adapted to any great undertaking.

In consequence ofthis incompleteness, innumerable

angle with troubles will beset life. They are represented by

crosses, etc. crosseSi gratings, chains, etc., in the hand.

The study of the Great Triangle is no less im

portant than that of the Quadrangle ; the latter

indicating moral and social qualities—the former

the vital and intellectual powers.

SECTION IV.

THE LESSER TRIANGLE.

The Lesser Triangle is found only in hands that to-

gether with the Head and Luck lines, possess the

Hepatic.

If the Head line is regular in its course ; if the

Hepatic.line, leaving the base of the palm, mounts

obliquely to it, forming a right angle ; and if the

Line of Luck, coming straight from the wrist,

crosses this Head line—the Smatt Triangle is formed

in the hand. It indicates intellectual capacity
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seconded by good fortune, or chance, and the great

probability of success. (See Hand No. XXXVII.)

If both the Great and Lesser Triangles are found

in the hands of a child, he may be unhesitatingly Bo|;h .
J ° J Triangles in

destined to any profession that requires brains ; but the handsof

if one of these Triangles is wanting, owing to some

imperfect line, a more active vocation had better

be chosen, as success otherwise will fail to crown

his efforts.

In the foregoing pages all the marks and tokens

of the hand have been fully located and explained,

with the meanings which are to be deduced from

them singly and in combination. Any person de

siring to become thoroughly proficient in Palmistry

will do well to review very carefully what has

already been given, before proceeding further.

He will then be fully able to apply the informa

tion offered in the following pages, and learn how

to read the signs of the hand as he finds them, and

harmonize details which at first sight may appear

incongruous or conflicting.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE

RIGHT AND LEFT HANDS.

In studying the hand, it is to be noticed that the

„ ht form, Mounts, lines and other signs of the left

auu uit hand, are rarely the same as those of the right ;

there is often a very notable difference.

In consequence of this Ancient Chiromantists

supposed that one supplemented the other, and

that no prediction was certain unless the same

signs were to be found in both hands.

Now we know that the left hand has quite dif

ferent functions from the right ; the latter being

essentially active, the left only its aid or auxiliary.

When the right hand requires no assistance the

The right fyft remains quiet ; the reason of which is, that the

hand activt former is placed on the side of the body where the

active organs are, such as the liver, whose bilious

secretions are energetic stimulants to action, giving

at the same time the necessary force ; whereas the

eneart' near wn'ca tne ^6^ nand is placed, is of

itself a passive organ ; its passive or involuntary

action would be easily interfered with by a too

constant or vigorous action of the left hand.

In consequence of this, in the left hand are found
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signs in accordance with the passive powers of the

hand, while in the right hand are the indications

of whatever faculty for action the person may

possess. The hand chosen for examination ought examination

to be the one that presents the most regular and

complete signs.

If the left hand presents greater regularity, it

may he concluded that the person is rather passive T^01Betft

than active, and will succeed better in what he regular,

directs or causes to be done, than in that which

he himself undertakes.

Those who have the finest signs in the right

hand must hope for nothing from chance or luck ; The right

they will succeed only by dint of their own endeav- regular,

ore; while persons who have the passive hand

most regular, have only tj wait for what will

surely come, especially if the line of I uck be long,

clear and straight.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXAMIN

ING THE HAND.

As soon as the tokens of the hand and their

significations have been thoroughly fixed in the

mind, it is advisable to adopt some logical method

Howtoei- of procedure in the practical application of the

"hand * pri^pl68 which have been learned to the actual,

analytical examination of the hand. By adhering

to such method, until it may perhaps be improved

by the experience that can only be gained by

practice, the tyro will be enabled to form a more

general and accurate estimate, and be less likely

to overlook or omit important and modifying de

tails, than if he were to proceed in a desultory

manner, without beginning, middle or end.

First, find by the form of the hand to which

Type or tem- type or types the hand belongs. This will reveal
pirament. ^Q temperament, tastes, and dominant character

istics, shown by the shape of the extremities and

the smoothness of the fingers, the knots and pha

langes.

Compare the right and left hands, to determine

i5tgh«iSk whether the person be active or passive in tem

perament.

Study the comparative length of the palm and

^hegp*imf the fingers ; and whether the palm be hard or

ami fingers.
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Note the length of the first phalanx of the First pha-

thumb for will-power, and of the second for logic. la?hu°mi'he

Ascertain the comparative effects indicated on

the Lines of the Heart, Head and Life ; noting Heart, Head

carefully the modifications to be made in these esti- "unes. e

mates by the smaller accompanying lines and

tokens ; also the bearing of the great lines with if™*"®^

the Mounts. figures.

Mark the development of the Mounts, and any

deviations from their proper locations; and, if so,

in what direction the deviations seem to tend.

Eecollect that the meaning of each Mount depends

upon the points of the fingers, which by their

shape decide to which of the three worlds the hand

belongs.

Examine, in rotation, the Quadrangle and the The „ a

Great and Lesser Triangles, if regular ; or if irreg- rangie ana
ular, note which of the lines produces the irregu- TriangleB-

larity.

Finally, estimate the Wristlets, their number, The

form and relation to the lower end of the Life

line.

By following the routine thus laid down, each

salient feature will be examined in turn, and all

minor details be brought to bear upon each in

succession. In this manner the student will ad

vance rapidly, and in a short time become pro

ficient.
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THE LUCKY HAND.

The example found on page 117 of Hand No.

XXXTT represents a Lucky Hand, depending

upon the following especiaDy favorable indica

tions :—

a. Line of Life doubled : longevity.

b. The line of Saturn straight: certain good

luck.

c. The line of the Heart, branched at each end :

abundance of affection and goodness.

d. Cross on Mount of Jupiter : marriage for love.

e. The Ring of Venus : strong passions, but

thoroughly held under control by the other favor

able lines and indications.

/. Line of the Head, with branches tending

towards the Mount of the Moon : developed genius

and imagination.

g. Line of Apollo, straight : success in the arts,

celebrity.

h. Conjunction of Mercury and Venus : shrewd

ness in matters of business, love and fortune.

i. Line of Health : good constitution and health.

j. Triple symbolic bracelet : long life.

k. Cross on Mount of Venus : constancy in love.

The presence of the Ring of Venus in a hand
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HAND NO. XXXIX.

THE LUCKY HAND.

r\
 

Showing the most favorable conditions united to constitute a

Lucky Hand.
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otherwise so richly endowed with tokens of super

ior intellect and fortunate destiny, simply denotes

a greater faculty for enjoyment, but restrained by

wisdom—an additional incentive to pleasure,

which does not, however, lead to excess.

If the King of Venus is complete, and crossed by

a strongly denned line in the Mount of Apollo, it

denotes loss of fortune in consequence of excessive

dissipation.

This is almost an ideal hand, such as may, per

haps, never be found in actual existence ; its pos

session would represent the strongest passions

united to the highest intellectual faculties; in

other words, physical and mental perfection.
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THE THREE WORLDS.

SECTION I.

THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE MOUNTS.

In Palmistry, the general or primary interpre

tation of the marks and tokens is not difficult;

but it is not quite so easy to give the exact appli

cation of the quality and influence represented by

any particular Mount. To make the matter plain,

we recapitulate theprimary meaning ofthe Mounts. Meaning of

Jupiter indicates religion, ambition, pride, desire

to excel.

Saturn gives prudence, melancholy, superstition.

Apollo endows with glory, celebrity, riches.

Mercury signifies the higher grades of science,

eloquence, theft, strategy or cunning.

Mars contributes resignation, courage, ferocity.

Venus confers charity, love, brutal passion.

The Moon bestows mysticism, imagination, error.

Take a case where the Mount of Jupiter is

strongly developed. This would indicate religion ;

but it may be that the person in question has not ^°uf^rof

the least bit of religion in him, but full of pride. strong.

In another instance, the Line ofApollo is strongly

traced. The first supposition would be a man Apoiio'

devoted to art ; and yet he may have no natural strong
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taste for art, but for riches, with a strong talent

for amassing wealth, and a desire for all that

tends to celebrity, luxury and splendor.

Again, consulting the Mount of Mercury, you

would presuppose a scientific man; whereas in

fact he is a man of no capabilities, but more likely

to be inclined to theft.

Conclusions must, therefore, be drawn with the

greatest circumspection, and in conformity with

all the surrounding circumstances of fact and ob

servation.

To this end Chirognomy lends substantial aid..

Tokens of Pointed fingers represent the divine world.

World's]6 Square fingers : the world of nature, or natural

world.

The three Spatulated fingers : the material world.

worlds and These, taken in connection with the Mount of
Jupiter. jupiter, wili indicate as follows:—

Pointed fingers : religion ;

^"hree°f Square fingers : ambition ;

worlds. Spatulated fingers: pride.

Again, taken in connection with the Mount of

world's Apollo, the indications of the fingers will be :—

£°Mfount If pointed : thirst for glory;

of Apoiio. If square : love of truth in art ;

If spatulated: desire for riches, or sensation in art.

The lines also modify the indications of the

Mounts.
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Thus:—the line of the Head perfectly straight ;

the line of the Heart rather faint ; knots on the f^K i1nes

fingers, and the second phalanx of the thumb S^Moinl

long, would give to the Mount of Apollo the sig- of Apoiio.

nification of love of riches, instead of love of the

Arts.

On the contrary, the line of the Head descending

towards the Mount of the Moon: smooth and Indio»tio .1
' of the Arl si

pointed fingers, and short thumb—these will

indicate the artist.

If the Line of Apollo is almost effaced by a deep

furrow, or concealed under cross lines, with the T .
' ' Line of

Mount of Jupiter strongly developed, it will indi- Apoiio mod

cate all the vanity of an artist without any trace Mount of

of talent, and thus is still more intensified by soft JUP'ter-

hands, which adds indolence.

In the case of a strong development of tha

Mount of Mercury, it is less difficult to apply its

proper signification to the person whose hand is

under inspection.

If this Mount inclines towards, and (so to speak)

bows down before the Mount of Apollo, it indicates Moaincat'n

science and eloquence ; if it inclines towards the Mou*nTof

percussion or outer edge of the band (the positive Mercury,

side), it shows aptitude for business—industry; if

it be excessively developed, it means strategy or

cunning.

Thus it will be seen that there is continual
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necessity and a wide field for exercising great care

?fni and precaution, and no details which tend to have

ination any bearing upon the issue should be neglected or

omitted.

SECTION II.

TYPIFIED BY THE LESES FORMING THE LETTER M.

The lines which form the

letter M on the palm of the

hand have also reference to

The lines tne three worlds.

f°ie?tergMhe The first, the line of Life,

Bymbouzing typifies love, personal at-
the three ... , ., -

worlds, traction and the functions

of life in the material world.

The second, the line of the

Head, traversing the Plain

and Mount of Mars, has

reference to the mental

power and influence which BAKD N0- 3n-

analyze and regulate the affairs of life.

The third, the line of the Heart encloses the divine

•world, which is represented by the Mounts situ-:

ated at the base of the fingers ; these serve as

conductors of the Astral fluids.

The line of the Heart develops ambition or relig

ion, belief in destiny, a passion for art and occult

science, which all proceed from the planets.
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SECTION III.

REFERRING TO THE THREE TYPES OF EELIGIOtTS

BELIEF.

As there are three worlds, so there are three

systems of religious belief, each one corresponding worlds re-
, fernng to

in its nature with each of the worlds. the three
The Catholic and Israelitish, full of ideality ; typu|io'n.re'

their ceremonies conducted to attract the eye and

ear, and inspiring the mind with exaltation and "^ Ide»!

ecstasy.

The Protestant : real, earnest and tangible, the The intei-

religion of man to man as well as to the Deity ; its lectual **&*

ceremonies much simpler, with less poetical and

artistic effects, and appealing to the intellect

rather than to the senses.

The Mahommedan : representing materialism ;

the religion of pleasure, tempered with self-denial ;

whose paradise is the symbolic abode of the

houris. The Three

It has already been shown that the Three led'by*the

Worlds as typified by the three phalanges, refer ^"^f^1

only to the finger on which they are displayed, to effect,

modifying the signification or force peculiar to

each finger.
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PALMISTEY OF THE SEVEN

CAPITAL SINS.

SECTION I.

IKORDHTATE PRIDB.

Chirognomy.—Longfingers: stinginess, meanness.

Fingers dry and bony : conceit, and domineering

: disposition.

The second phalanx of the thumb very long : ex

cessive self-will, self-confidence, and bad opinion

of others.

The first phalanx of the thumb short: want

of common sense.

The philosopher's knot : distrust of everything.

Pointed fingers, especially the index-finger

(which denotes ambition): a tendency to take a

false view of things.

Chiromancy.—In Chiromancy, the indications

chiromancy are more clearly developed, thus :
°f Pride8"6 The Mount of Jupiter, strongly developed, in

dicates excessive pride. This sign taken in con

nection with other indications, is almost infallible,

but bearing in mind that it may also denote devo

tion.

A line starting from the line of Life, ascending
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the Mount of Jupiter in a straight line, and ter

minating in a star, indicates pride carried to the

extreme of folly

Where a senseless pride exists, the line of the

Head is necessarily short (indicating weak intellect) senseiesi

.and the Mount of tlie Sun is covered with barred Pnde-

lines, evincing desire for celebrity, but lack of

talent to attain it.

These tokens are joined to a fresh and florid

complexion, rasping voice, baldness on the top of

the head, and the head thrown back.

Care must be taken to distinguish between pride

as a vice, and commendable ambition ;—the latter Proper

is an incentive ; the former assumption. When a

man of genius replaces ambition with pride, it is a

sign that his talents are on the wane.

SECTION II.

EXCESS.

Love is the life and soul of existence ; excess isT ,
' Indications

the grave of love, the death of the soul.

Chirognomy.—Hands short, fat, smooth, soft and

dimpled; fingers thick at the base; all these indi-

cate a craving after the pleasures of the material

(or third) world.

The first phalanx of the thumb short: im

providence, carelessness.
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The second phalanx but little developed : want of

common sense.

Pointed fingers: an eagerness for everything

that offers in the way of pleasure.

The palm very soft : idleness.

The Mount of Venus largely developed : strong

passions.

Chiromancy.—The King of Venus : irresistible
Chiromancy . , .

s. indulgence.

The Mount of the Moon strongly developed:

imagination aiding the predominant desires.

The same Mount only slightly developed and

covered with wrinkles indicates want of physical

energy.

The line of the Heart wide and pale : senseless

indulgence.

The line of the Heart irregular, or composed of

interlacing lines;—the line of Life assuming a

serpentine form ;—a cross on the first phalanx of

the fore finger;—numerous and strongly marked

lines from the root of the thumb to the line of

Life ;—a star upon the back of the thumb, near

the nail;—each and all indicate excess.

SECTION III.

AJTGER.

ciiirogno- Chirognomy.—The first phalanx of the thumb

my of Anger very short and tall-shaped.
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The fingers spatulated and smooth.

The hands very hard and leathery.

The nails short and hard.

Chiromancy.—The line of Life broad, hollow chiromancy
'of Anger.

and red : wrath and brutality.

The Plain of Mars with radiating lines and a

cross in the centre : anger and combativeness.

The Mount of Mars flat and radiated : passion.

The entire hand covered with lines: nervous

ness, extreme irritability.

SECTION IV.

INDOLENCE.

Chirognomy.—Hands fat and excessively soft. chirogno-

The first phalanx of the thumb very short : ™y of Jnd°i
* J lenoe.

carelessness.

Pointed fingers : imaginative, improvident life.

Smooth fingers: want of method, of discern

ment and of foresight.

Chiromancy.—Line of the Head short: deficiency
. ,-, Chiromancy

in intellect. of Indolence

Mount of Jupiter entirely wanting : lack of am

bition.

Mount of Venus smooth, slightly developed, and

without lines : lack of affection.

The Plain of Mars level, the Mount of Mars

tolerably well developed : resignation.
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The Mount ofMercury flat and without wrinkles :

no taste for science.

The Mount of Apollo flat, with lines across it :

entire lack of desire for art, love, or riches.

The line of Life pale, slender and lightly marked,

hand narrow : lack of vital energy.

SECTION V.

AVARICE.

Chirognomy.—The thumb and fingers inclined

Ohmygonf°~ towar(l3 one another.

Avarice. The fingers exceedingly square or pointed,

long, very thin, bony and dry ; the skin on the

back of the hand hard, dry and wrinkled; the

hand hard.

The fingers, when joined close together, have

no transparency between them.

chiromancy Chiromancy. -The line of the Head very straight,

of Avarice. and Caching to the percussion.

The Mount or the Moon not developed: want of

imagination.

Mount of Venus flat and weak.

Mount of Mercury very strong: strategy and

theft.

Parallel lines on the Mount of Mercury : thiev

ing disposition.

The line of the Heart very short, and without
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branches, arid especially if serpentine on the

middle : grasping avarice.

The line of the Head forming an angle with that

of the Heart, shows that the head encroaches on

the heart, and the impulses of the latter will be

governed by the calculations of the former.

SECTION VI.

ENVY.

Chirognomy.—Long, dry, bony hands: want of

sympathy. chirogno-
my of Envy.

The first phalanx of the thumb long : desire

for domination.

The second phalanx of the thumb short : want of

perception.

The nails very short : discontent, aggressiveness.

Line of the Heart thin and very short: self

esteem.

Chiromancy.—Mount of Jupiter very strong,

with lines across : overweening pride. Chiromancy

Mount of Apollo covered with lines: impotent

desire for celebrity, glory and riches.

Mount of the Moon developed and lined : restless

imagination.

The philosophic knot excessively developed:

arrogant sense of superiority, which belittles every

thing that is great, that is, envy.
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The bauds are often soft and spatulated, indi

cating want of energy, but strong imagination.

The line of the Head is separated from the lino

of Life, and the intervening space is full of crossed

lines.

The Mount of Mercury is excessive.

SECTION VII.

GLUTTONY.

Chirognomy.—Gluttony is one of the indications

mCyho?Mut. of a sensual form of hand.

tony. The hand, chubby, fat outside, shining, thick

and short.

The fingers very strong, and very thick at the

third phalanx (the material world).

Palm longer than the fingers: sensuality and

materialism.

The thumb very short : carelessness, entire self-

indulgence.

Chiromancy.—Mount of Jupiter strong : love of

the pleasures of the table (third world),

of Gluttony^ Mount of the Moon weak and without wrinkles :

absence of haste or excitement.

Mount of Venus moderate and smooth: lack of

strength of affection.

Hand soft and flexible : indolence, dolce far

niente.
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Line of the Head short : sensual gluttony.

Line of the Head fine and long : refined taste,

appreciation of delicacies.

Line of the Heart short and without branches :

egotism.

The lines red ha color, especially in youth.

In estimating character by the signs of the hand,

it is a matter of importance to memorize the pecu

liar tokens •which combine to portray each of

these seven tendencies to depravity.

Whenever any of these combinations occur, it

supplies a basis which will tend to modify other

indications, unless some other tokens be found,

indicating high intellectual powers sufficient to

keep apparent depravity in strong subjection.
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HAND NO. XLI.

DOTSIOHS OF THE LIFE LINE.

 

Showing the Decades marked upon the Line of Life, denoting the

probable duration of a Life-time.
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HOW TO ESTIMATE DURATION

OF LIFE.

The Ancients divided the line of Life into ten _ . .
Divisions of

compartments (See Hand No. XLI), each repre- the Life line

senting ten years, and thus they were enabled,

they thought, to prognosticate the particular

epoch in a life that the illness or dangers, indicated

by the form and color of the line, would be likely

to occur.

It will be noticed that the Ancients made the n^ Ten De.

course of the first ten years of life extend from SJJJU,™ "^j^,8

Jupiter (Divinity) to Apollo (Light), and the

space occupied by the first ten years was thus

larger than those representing the succeeding

decades

The spaces from ten to sixty are of about equal

size ; but as the vital force then retrogrades, the

Ancients supposed the fluid to be less plentiful ;

and when the life reaches eighty years, it will be

seen that, acting on the same reasoning, they

made the spaces still more contracted.

In order to divide offon the Life-line the succes

sive decades of life, take a pair of compasses or

dividers, and place one point upon the root of the
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index finger for a permanent centre ; then extend

nreTdeTade'th6 free joint of the compasses until it rests upon

° of ijfeue tne centre of tne Mount of Apollo, at the base of

the third finger; sweeping this leg of the compasses

around, until it crosses the line of Life, mark the

point of intersection, which locates the end of the

tenth year, or first decade.

Next, extend the free leg of the compasses to the

second point ofjunction of the third and fourth fingers;
Decade. sweep {ne compasses over the line of Life, and at

the point of intersection, locate the twentieth year,

or second decade.

Now, extend the compasses to the centre of the

TMrd"d£. Mount of Mercury, at the base of the little finger ;

oade- again sweep across the line of Life, and note the

location of the thirtieth year, or third decade.

The arc which determines the fortieth year upon

the line of Life is found by extending the com-

u[f passes to the outer edge of the hand, just where

decade. the root of the little finger meets the percussion,

—noting the intersection of the arc with the line

of Life.

The arc which determines the fiftieth year is

found by extending the compasses to the point

ocade of where the line of the Heart meets thei percussion.

decade, and again noting the point of intersection of the

arc and the line of Life.

Now, measure downwards upon the percussion a
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space equal to that contained between the root of

the little finger and the line of the Heart; at the

lower point of the new space, start the arc which

intersects the line of Life at the sixtieth year.

For the seventieth year, the starting point of

the arc is a lower point on the percussion repre- seventh" a'-

senting a distance only two-thirds as great as the cade-

previous space.

For the eightieth, ninetieth and one-hundredth

years, the arcs start respectively, from points

lower down upon the percussion, each new point n"J^t^n

being always two-thirds of the distance contained decade.

In the previous space.
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RESULTS DEDUCED FEOM THE

COMBINATIONS OF PROM

INENT TOKENS.

In the following pages, a few general remarks

axe given, not so much with the view of any further

or special instruction in the Mounts, lines, and othei

combination tokens of the hand, all of which have been alreadj

explained, but to show their mutual bearings, the

modifications which occur when various prominent

developments enter into combination, and the gen-

Harmoniz- eral methods to be adopted in harmonizing th&

ing influen^ result of their different and sometimes even op-

ences. posing influences.

Until great proficiency is attained in reading the

signs aright, not only of each alone, but of all in

combination, it will sometimes be very difficult to.

reconcile apparent discrepancies, aad possible con

tradictions in the meaning of the various tokens.

A careful examination of foe explanations giveu

under this head will serve to harmonize embar

rassing conclusions, antf afford a wider and more

comprehensive grasp rjl the subject.

When the line of the Head curves towards amr
Line of the

Head ana ends in the line of the Heart, it denotes a
'Tieart. e who allows his passions to control his reason.
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HAND NO. XLII.

If this line of the Head is

forked, and the second branch

takes a direction towards the

Moon, it shows a person will- Llne °f *he
Head forked

ing to sacrifice everythmg to towards the

attain his desires. Added to Moon'

this, if the line of Saturn (theLineofLuck

line of good-luck) stops short stopping at
0 ' 1 the line of

at the line of the Heart, a blind the Heart.

and ungovernable passion will

surely destroy his happiness

and future existence.

When the line of the Head,

starting from the outside of the hand below the Line of the

index-fmger, turns suddenly towards the line of the in^towSs

Heart below the Mount of Saturn, and then resumes ^e u"e °J
" the Heart

its natural course, it indicates a person whose ««"i Mount

affections will prove fatal to him. He will first be of Saturn'

rendered miserable by them, and the end will pro

bably be insanity.

The line of the Head extending to the side of the

Mount of the Moon shows investigation with irra- Head «- °

tional conclusions, an ineffectual groping in the M^nfof

dark after information. Such persons form the theMoon-

worst kind of advisers for young people, tending to

lead their minds astray.

If the Mount of Jupiter is also developed, these The above

persons will be boastful, and make vain parade i

their errors.
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A line stretching directly from the line of the

Head to Mercury, very straight and distinct, means

tite ii?e°S profit in business ; if the line ends between the third

1 Me?™? *° anc^ fourth fingers, it denotes gain by means of Art

or Science.

Line of the The line 01 tiie Heart traversing the entire palm,

MoSSt"!* with the Mount of the Moon deeply marked, indi-

the iioon. cates strong affections ; so strong as to tend to

jealousy.

If a strongly marked line of the Heart, uniting

itself with the line of the Head

and the line of Life (a fatal

sign), has a branch which starts

from the Mount of Jupiter ;

Lines of the an(l if the line of the Head

into two branches, the

 

branching One continuing in a straight
from Mount ' °

of Jupiter ; line, the other tending towards

line in two the Moon ; this latter branch

branches. denotes a bimd, headstrong

passion, which may lead to de

struction (indicated by union of

the three lines) ; and will end HABD so- XLra-

in certain death, if the branch starting from the

Mount of Jupiter be not there. The forking of the

line of the Head announces a false view of things

and an imagination full of chimerical errors.

A line, starting from the Mount of Venus, cross-
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ing the line of Life, and tending

towards Mercury, signifies a

tendency to some habit which

will obtain the mastery over

the will, and which will be in- Line from

dulged in even though fraud o'Tvenus*

and theft be necessary to ac- £j™.u"! *„!

quire the means to fulfill it. ward8 Mer-
cury.

If a line starting from the

Mount of Mars below the line

of the Heart, crosses this line

and tends towards the Mount of T .
Ijine from

Apollo, it indicates a desire for Mount of
_ . , Mars cross-

celebrity at any cost, even by ing Heart

violence ; a determination to lmApoUo!da

use any means to obtain prom-

inance. See Hand No. XLV.
AT . i- f ii- nr i Line from

A line startmg from the Mount Mount of

j of the Moon indicates caprice. tho Moon-

Another line starting from LiDefrom

the Mount of Venus denotes Mount of
. , - . Venus.

violence of passion.

If these two lines unite in the These two

Plain of Mars at the line of Sat- jj|ge!tu5^

urn, and, then united, continue of Saturn

and con tin-
HASD NO. xiv. to the summit of the Mount of ning to

Saturn, it portends a successful strife of contending Saturn"/

and disordered passions, but the success rendered

painful by the violence of the struggle.
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A line, starting from the commencement of the

line of Life (in the case of a child), traversing the

chuTfrom ^oun*; of Jupiter, and then, turning round upon

ui'e ime that Mount, abuts on the Mount of Saturn, indicates

Mount"!* a person born with strong tendencies towards

MmmT o? fanaticism, if religiously inclined. The direction

satum. taken by the line across the Mount is a sign that

the person will become prominent in religious

matters.

If a line starts from the Mount of the Moon, and

Mount"? cuts the line of Saturn instead of uniting with it, it

the Moon, presages a fatal influence of the imagination, cap-
cuttiuKliue-1 °

of Saturn, able of leading to loss of reason.

Branches emanating from the principal lines of

Tdownrwardd the hand, if their direction be upward, are signs

branches. Of vitality ; if they tend downwards, their indica

tions are deadly.

The number of children which a person has or

might have is marked upon the Percussion, on a

level with the Mount of Mercury. These lines are

Lines show- perpendicular, tending towards the little finger in

bSfmunber the spacebctwccn the root of that finger and the line

of children. Q{ the Heart, if t^y are vcly straight, long, and

distinct, they indicate male children ; if they are

not straight, they denote female offspring. Those

Spring?" lines which are faint and short, and partially

obliterated, signify children who are not likely to

live or whose life has not yet commenced.
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Long and very distinct lines, at the same local

ity as the above, but horizontal and parallel with

the line of the Heart, will indicate by their number

how many times a person will be or might have

been married. A single line denotes a single

marriage, a unique affection, which is rarely the

case.

An assemblage of lines upon any Mount, some- _
0 '- '>. ' Lines upon

times portend good, sometimes evil ; but they are the Mounts,

oftener a bad omen. They indicate, however, that

the Mount on which they appear represents the

guiding star of a person's existence.

Pale lines on the hand indicate rancor and Pale lines
.,./*•%! T « -.on the hand.

revenge, intensified by very long fingers, and a

thumb shaped like a ball.

In general all lines that are straight and of good Jjj^^jf*

color are favorable ; but if the Mounts are feebly

developed, or, on the contrary, hollow indentations, Deveiop-

the favorable influence of good lines is diminished ^oVnts?6

and sometimes entirely counteracted. ' ,. ...
'> Small lines

A number of small lines upon the line of Life, on the Lite

indicate numerous, but not serious attacks of

malady. If upon the line of the Head, they show o^the H«d

a tendency to frequent headache. line-

A Spot or Dot- at the line of the Heart always
, A Dot on the

denotes a heart-sorrow. Heart line

Af it appear below the third finger (Apollo) it ApoUo^or

!g *> severe disappointment caused by an artist, or Mer';ury
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an affair of the heart which would mar artistic

success.

If the spot be below the fourth finger (Mercury)

it means disappointment caused by a medical man

or a lawyer, and would be antagonistic to success

in business.

Very hard Very hard hands indicate apathy and a lack of

hands, intelligence, which, conscious of its deficiencies, is

apt to ascribe to the supernatural everything it

fails to comprehend.

Such hands are generally elementary in their

structure, having a short thumb, and the fingers

pointed and smooth, tending to blind belief and

superstition by affording no defense against the

speculative imagination of the Mount of the

Moon.

The hand knotty and square indicates talent for
Knotty and , - .,. ,. ^. .

square musical composition, or mathematical genius,

handa. success in ^oth of which depends upon investiga

tion and calculation. They may be distinguished

by examining the line of Apollo, which designates

artistic talent.

Hand COT- When the entire hand is covered with strokes

'and an(^ lmes> ^ indicates a person of extreme nervous

lines, temperament, constantly disturbed by anxieties

either imaginary or of his own creation.

When the hand is, in addition, soft and spatu-

lated, the disturbances arise altogether from the
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imagination. He worries over everything that

happens, and is full of doubts and alarms for the

future; young persons of this temperament are ^"^wia

generally anxious about their health, and appre- toes,

hensive of every symptom of disease, often imag

inative.

Soft hands and spatulated fingers denote men j^jj'^™^

fall of plans and projects, especially when the*6? lingers

Philosophic Knot is also prominent. opuic Knot.

In Matrimony a long thumb, on the one party,

should be united to a short thumb upon the other. thu'n™gand

The former indicates will-power ; the latter, sub- snort
1 ' > • thumb in

mission with less power of decision. matrimony.

Two long thumbs—two strong wills—will rarely TWO long

live together in harmony. £KE£.

In the union of two persons, both having short

thumbs, each, for lack of decision and will-power, TWO short

will be apt to defer to the other so entirely, that matrimony,

very little progress will be the result. He hesi

tates and she waits, and then she hesitates and

he waits.

Under these initial conditions of equality, the

balance of power will be decided by some other

passion.

Where the great line of the Head is straight,

there is avarice, patiently but successfully resist- Head in
ing all other impulses, and visible by its effects hi 1'latrlmony-

the household.
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Against this, if the nails be also short, even a

long thumb cannot prevail.

MouutsPre- The more a Mount is developed, the greater

versed by and more favorable its influence. But if the

hues", favorable influence of the Mount is reversed by

adverse lines, then the greater the development,

the more unfavorable its influence.

Mount of The Mount of Jupiter strongly developed, and
Jupiter and ~ ,, ,

pointed an- the fingers pointed, indicates religious belief, ex-

fl" ' alted and ecstatic almost to fanaticism.

Mount of The Mount of Mars, fully developed, with the

Mthun?bd Vmmb sh°rt:i denotes tranquil resistance or resig-

short. nation ; especially when the Mount or the Plain

of Mars is destitute of lines.

Mount of The Mount of Mars denotes the power of resist-

^"afn'of ance or Defense; the Plain of Mars, the power of

Mars, action, or aggression.

A man who has the Mount of Mars well devel

oped is apt to preserve his equanimity under all

Mlr's'Sfrong. tlle trials Of !ife > consequently, he will resist and

repress his passions, and retain the mastery over

himself, especially if a large thumb endows him

with will-power. This power of resistance or re

pression may be likened to the shield carried on

the left arm of Minerva—always ready to ward off

attack, but not forgetting, at the same time, the

lance which is in her right hand.

The Mount of Mars, which supplies power of
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resistance, includes a taste for military life, es

pecially when the nails are short.

Short nails indicate combativeness. When on a

hand which has the characteristics of indolence, short ta.na

they denote sarcasm, a teasing disposition, and

carping criticism.

The Mount of Mercury well developed, and

smooth fingers, display the requisites for a good Mount of

lawyer, an inspired and eloquent pleader ; but Ms with

special talents will depend upon the formation of the fleers ;

fingers:—

If pointed, he will be a brilliant speaker.

If square, his utterances will be logical and clear, with vari-
If spatulated, he will speak with fervor and ges- OU8fln6er" :

ticulation.

If the fingers are long, he will evince a talent for

analysis and detail.

If the hand is short, he will be sparing of rhetor

ical flourish, but possess comprehensive views on

all subjects.

Very hard cr very soft hands tend to superstition.

When very soft, they indicate physical indolence, an^T very

and consequent aversion to enter into details; thus softhands,

leaving the field open for an over-drawn and ex- witli oint_

aggerated imagination, if the fingers are pointed, ed flngers ;

If the fingers are spatulated, the ideas tend

towards Utopia and the ideal. latedfiugers

The Mount of Venus possesses a wide scope of
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influence, ranging from the lower grade of passion

Monnt of to tne most refiued perfection of tender love.

Vfaavorabie with favorable surroundings the Mount of Venus

"Tg1.!"1" is a virtue ; for without it all other passions and

aspirations are sterile and selfish.

The Mount of Venus, strongly developed, takes

Mount of away from Saturn (if also dominant) much of its

* tetaS?* bilious temperament, frequently replacing it with

dominant. amiabmty and gaiety.

Monnt of The Mount of the Moon undulv developed gives

the Moon a brooding and melancholy tinge to the imagina-

exceasive. ^^ ^.^ ^ morfr& pleasure in contemplating

them.

This is the leading trait of a dreamy and con

firmed pessimist.

Pointed fingers are lucky where the Mount of

Mtoon*^* the Moon is abnormally large ; but square fingers,

"tinted h which are antagonistic to extreme imagination,

nngera; wm fte very unlucky, unless modified by a strong

line of Apollo, which would direct their field of

imagination to the fine arts.

If, however, the fingers are square to excess, and

with square ion2 the result will always be unsatisfactory ; the
fingers. &7

lover of art will, by too great attention to details,

be hampered in the execution of imaginative ideas.

Monnt of The Mount of the Moon very much developed is

the Moon aiways a sign Of strong powers of imagination,

excessive if it be excessive, it tends to melancholy, which

is an attribute of the Moon.
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When the Moon, by the extreme development of
Us Mount and the radiating lines upon it, indicates theUMoo°n

that it is a man's ruling planet, and his hands are wfSJ'Sdiat

also hard, it shows that his mind will be occupied ""g Unes

more by deeds that by imagination, and he will be

heedlessly impelled to rash acts which may prove

dangerous to himself and others ; it introduces Anhari.nd

materialism into the scheme and bent of life, lay

ing it widely open to the astral influences. Persons

thus endowed have a tendency to hypochondria,

and dreamy presentiment.

The Mount of the Moon deeply marked in all Mtmnt of

its parts, indicates restlessness and groundless the Moon
' with line of

anxiety. If the line of the Heart is predominant, the Heart ;

the motives* for anxiety will be from the heart or

nffivtinns With JuP'-
anecnons. ter aomi.

If Jupiter predominates, the unrest will proceed nant-

from ambitious desires.

If Mercury prevails, the anxiety will be in con- Cury dom.

nection with business. Dant-

The fingers square, with the Philosophic Knot Monnt of

and the second phalanx well developed, tend to the Moon

modify and counteract the disturbing influences of lingers "nd6

the Mount of the Moon. PhiS.hio

We repeat that the excessive development of a

Mount, having no other Mounts in harmony with

it to modify and reduce its intensity, represents Mount in
no longer a simple force or tendency, but indicates <access'
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that the peculiar influence ascribed to that Mount

becomes exaggerated almost to phreusy, and tends

strongly to monomania; if the line of the Head and

the indications of the second (abstract) world are

feeble.

Mount of Thus persons who possess the Mount of Mars

'Ma™ strong strongly developed are sure to be combatives, and

energetically aggressive.

The Plain of Mars wrinkled and rugged, cspcc-

Mareruf?°ged ially when marked with a cross, indicates a man

with a cross wuo instinctively delights in controversy ; and, if

the nails are short, it denotes the warrior or com

batant.

Direction of The direction of the principal lines, and the

and de"e!- development of the Mounts determine the aim and

"pl?.ent of tendency of life. In them we find the mains'irinars
the Mounts. J -

of all its pleasures and pains, and the pivotal point

on which the entire existence turns.

Names of The form of the fingers is in entire accordance

the fingers. witn the names which have been given them in

Chiromancy.

The thumb, The thumb, which is shaped like a fungus, is

Venus. dedicated to Venus.

Fijuptterger The forefinger, which commands and threatens,

King, is Jupiter, the King of Olympus.

The Middle finger, which extends above the

rn^ others, is Destiny. This finger was considered by

Destiny. j)oct;0rs groc an(l Cruveilhicr to be the axis of the
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hand ; and, in applying this to Chiromancy, the

middle finger is the symbol of the axis around

which the events of life revolve, or destiny, and

dedicated to Saturn.

The Third is the Ring Finger, golden. It rep- Third flngei

resents Apollo, the Sun, Riches. Golden.

The Fourth or Little Finger comes into play in

all the subtle and graceful actions of the hand. Fourth fin-
ger Mercury

and is dedicated to Mercury, the skillful. skin.

Whenever the distinctive sign, which represents

each one of the seven planets, is found upon the

Mount of any other planet, it gives that Mount as. nofMer

new signification. Thus the sign of Mercury upon cury on

the Mount of Jupiter, denotes a high degree of jup?ter°

eloquence, or other talents. gign of t^

The Crescent, the sign of the Moon, upon the ^0°™t°"f

same Mount, represents mysticism leading to error. Jupiter.

The sign of Mercury upon the Mount of Apollo, sign of

signifies the nighest pinnacle of celebrity or of art. ^i^nYof

Spatulated fingers denote strong self-reliance, APOUO-

impart enthusiam and desire to excel, especially Spatulated

in those artists whose fingers are smooth. """' '"'

Fingers excessively spatulated always denote a Fingers

certain amount of impulsiveness, especially if the Bpaif6J^

line of Life is deep red ; with a strong line of the

Heart, impulsive good-nature. with line of
A person who has philosophic knots, fingers the eart'

over-spatulated, and a short thumb, may possibly
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possess a strong faculty for invention ; but he is

not likely to bring any of his schemes to a success-

K"hortnd ^ 'ssue- The excessive spatulation will prevent

thumb, him from keeping steadily to any one project, and

the shortness of the thumb deprives him of the

will-power to insure success.

Polget£ fln" Pointed fingers attain to results by natural gifts

and inspiration.

square Square fingers reach results only by logically
fingerB. Bracing eause and effect. The celebrated mathe

matician Cuvier had square fingers, accompanied by

the evidences of investigating powers and logical

precision.

In political circles the men with soft hands are

. tne stump speakers and orators; but the hard-

handed are the workers.

Jupiter When the forefinger (Jupiter) is pointed, and

with the the shape of the fingers and the principal lines in-

woria! dicate the second (abstract) world, it denotes a taste

for contemplating ideas, not our own, but those of

others, a taste for reading, reflection. The mind

and thoughts are occupier! with the ideas and

thoughts of another, who has presented them to us

in visible form, reflected as it were in a uirrcr

.'upiter The finger of Jupiter slender, while the other
sieuder '

with other fingers are square, tends to serious contemplation

squire"-, and study, the love of nature.
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The same, combined with the line of Apollo, with line of

evince artistic inspiration. Apo .

It has already been stated, and is undoubtedly smooth

the truth, that smooth fingers endow a person with ftngers.

instant intuition, spontaneous and rapid percep

tion—a facility for grasping a subject in all its

bearings at a glance.

With properly organized minds, where the hand ^J^f** *£"

indicates good common sense, even without any other good
high grade of intelligence, but whose hands are mdicatlone-

smooth, the first thought or idea is the always the

best.

But, for the same reason, those persons whose

hands indicate a propensity for error (shown by

the deviation of the Line of the Head), deficiency8^™* *£'

of abstract powers of thought (shown by a short ^^j^

second phalanx of the thumb)—and the Mount of

the Moon too large—should never follow their first

impulses, because they will most likely be false ;

but they should take time to reflect, and certainly

not act without earnest consultation.

The Philosophic Knot indicates a clear head for

investigating subjects generally, with the faculty Phi^0?hl°

of deducing correct conclusions or results.

The Philosophic Knot strongly developed, and
, f , , , ' , ' Philosophic

the second phalanx long and strong, forms a Knot with

combination which should make a man rise t

celebrity.
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The same Knot, with the second phalanx short

and small, indicates a tendency to false reasoning,

resulting in paradoxical aud unsatisfactory con

clusions.

This mental aberration is still greater, when the

fingers are pointed.

All doubters—those whose creeds are not founded

Phu BO h' on mtiellectual investigation—have the Philosophic

Knot strong Knot strongly developed ; consequently, they are

doubter?, superstitious, rendering homage with slavish blind

ness to the imaginative powers that regulate the

universe—Nature, because their deficiency in in

tellect and reasoning power prevents them from

comprehending it. They cannot command intel

lect, they become, therefore, its slaves.

Pointed nn- Pomted fingers, without any Philosophic Knot,

gers without tend to credulity, or blind admiration of the mar.
Philosophic .,

Knot. VeUOUS.

The Philosophic Knot very strongly developed

PhiKnot hi° imPues aptituda for the mechanical and exact

strongly sciences, even if the fingers are smooth, but the

"9°pe ' results are arrived at only by study, calculation,

and inductive reasoning. A man with mechanical

genius will invent and bring to perfection by

intuition, and without calculation, often deriving

new ideas from the action and working of other

machinery. Napoleon Bonaparte evidently had

such a hand. The brilliant evolutions and com
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binations which constituted his power on the field

of battle were made on the instant by intuitive

inspiration, with calculation or premeditation.

Phrenologists affirm that he possessed no tokens

of mathematical powers, but his career proved

that he was gifted with genius.

There is but a slight boundary between genius

in its highest development and overwrought, and
' '• Genius and

incipient insanity ; the dividing line is often broken insanity.

through, and the 'tendency is, in some cases, to

monomania, and in others it leads to self-destruc

tion.

The knots of the fingers may become developed

by education, training, and the pursuits of life, smooth fm-

and the fingers become spatulated in form ; but gbeerc8°™y

knotted fingers can never become smooth. andk"otled;but
r knotted,

spatulated fingers can never become pointed. It never
is much easier to descend to the material than to 8mootb-

rise to the ideal.

When the upper knot of the little finger (theTT
' Upr>er knot

divine world) is strongly developed, it signifies of kercurj,

scientific research.

When the second knot (the logical world) is

prominent, it confers aptitude and keenness in second knot

f . a, . of Mercury.

busmess affairs.

The same analogy is applicable to the knots Knots on

representing the different worlds upon the other * n"^"
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ingers, noting the grade or degree of the quality

which each finger possesses.

Excessive development of the philosophic knot,

when confirmed by want of veneration in phre-

Phiiosophic nology, and accompanied by long fingers, particu-

K?ve ^m?8 larly a long thumb, may denote talent, but entirely

'°£?dfiio£grs digested of faith, and consequently soulless. An

thumb, artist with these indications may possess science

and ideas, but he will fail to make a striking

picture. This may not be so much the case if his

thumb is short, but he will never be anything but

a dreamer, without the ability to execute and

carry out his ideas.

The foregoing combinations, should one by one

be studied and carefully noted. After some prac

tice the mind will become familiarized with them ;

combinations will bo recognized and their signifi

cation applied almost intuitively ; and the student

of Palmistry will, with the same facility and

precision that he reads the words in a sentence, be

enabled to decipher all that he may discover in

THE MAP OF THE HAND.
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Bound in boards, cloth back 50 Cts.
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Bound in boards, cloth back 50 CtS.
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Barber's American Book of Ready-Made Speeches. Con

taining 159 original examples of Humorous and Serious Speeches, suitable

for every possible occasion where a speech may be called for, together

wit.i appropriate replies to each. Including :

Off-Hand Speeches on a variety of
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Miscellaneous Speeches,
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Private Entertoinments,
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THE SECRET OUT; or, 1,000 Tricks lift Carls,
AND OTHER RECREATIONS.

Illustrated with over 300 engravings. A book which explains

all the Tricks and Deceptions with Playing1 Cards ever known,

and gives, besides, a great many new ones. The whole being

described so carefully, with Engravings to illustrate them,

that anybody can easily learn how to perform them. This

work also contains 240 of the best Tricks of Legerdemain, in

addition to the Card Tricks.
 

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS.

PART I.—Tricks with Cards performed ly ' PART VI.—Tricks in White Magic, per

formed by the aid of Ingenious Contrivskillful Manipulation and Sleight of

Hand.

PART II.—Tricks performed &;/ the aid of

Memory, Mental Calculation, and the

Peculiar Arrangement of the Cards.

PART III.—Tricks with Cards performed

by the Aid of Confederacy and sheer Au~

ance and Simple Apparatus.

PART VII.—Natural Magic, or Recreations

in Science, embracing Curious Amuse-

inentsin Magnetism, Mechanics, Acoustics,

Chemistry, Hydraulics and Optics.

PART VIII.—A Curious Collection of En-

tertoining Experiments, A musing Puzzles,

Queer Sleights, Including the Celebrated

Science of Second Sight, Recreations in

Arithmetic, and Fireside Gamesfor Fam

ily Pastime, and other A*tonithtnff Scien

tific Paradoxes and attractive Amuse

ments.

dacily.

PART IV.—Tricks performed by the aid of

Ingenious Apparatus and Prepared

Cards.

PART V.—Tricks of Legerdemain, Con

juring, Sleight of Hand and other Fan

cies, commonly called White Magic.

THE SECRET OUT is, by all odds, the most curious book that

has been published in many years, and lays bare the whole

machinery of magic, and with a simplicity so perfect that

nobody can fail to become a domestic magician in a -week,

with very little study and practice. Such is the unerring

process of instruction adopted in this volume, that no reader

can fail to succeed in executing every Trick, Experiment,

Game, etc., set down, if he will at all devote his attention, in

his leisure hours, to the subject ; and, as every trick with
cards known win K~ *«— •=• *-- ^ may be con-

ver published.
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